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Abstract
During the last decades, wireless networking has been continuously a hot
topic both in academy and in industry. Many diﬀerent wireless networks have
been introduced like wireless local area networks, wireless personal networks,
wireless ad hoc networks, and wireless sensor networks. If these networks
want to have a long term usability, the power consumed by the wireless
devices in each of these networks needs to be managed eﬃciently. Hence, a
lot of eﬀort has been carried out for the analysis and improvement of energy
eﬃciency, either for a speciﬁc network layer (protocol), or new cross-layer
designs.
In this thesis, we apply model-based approach for the analysis of en-
ergy consumption of diﬀerent wireless protocols. The protocols under con-
sideration are: one leader election protocol, one routing protocol, and two
medium access control protocols. By model-based approach we mean that all
these four protocols are formalized as some formal models, more precisely, as
discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs), Markov decision processes (MDPs),
or stochastic timed automata (STA).
For the ﬁrst two models, DTMCs and MDPs, we model them in PRISM,
a prominent model checker for probabilistic model checking, and apply model
checking technique to analyze them. Model checking belongs to the family
of formal methods. It discovers exhaustively all possible (reachable) states
of the models, and checks whether these models meet a given speciﬁcation.
Speciﬁcations are system properties that we want to study, usually expressed
by some logics, for instance, probabilistic computer tree logic (PCTL). How-
ever, while model checking relies on rigorous mathematical foundations and
automatically explores the entire state space of a model, its applicability is
also limited by the so-called state space explosion problem – even systems
of moderate size often yield models with an exponentially larger state space
that thwart their analysis. Hence for the STA models in this thesis, since
there is currently no model checking tool available to deal with all features
of them, we use a discrete-event simulator to analyze these models by means
of simulations.
For each of these protocols, we not only analyze their energy consumption,
but also propose some modiﬁcations to improve their energy eﬃciency.
Zusammenfassung
Drahtlose Netzwerke sind seit Jahrzehnten ein heißes Thema, sowohl in
der Wissenschaft wie auch in der Industrie. Heute gibt es schon viele ver-
schiedene Arten von drahtlosen Netzwerken. Hierzu za¨hlen zum Beispiel
drahtlose lokale Netze, drahtlose Ad-hoc-Netzwerke, drahtlose perso¨nliche
Netze und drahtlose Sensornetzwerke. Bei allen drahtlosen Netzen ist der
Energieverbrauch ein sehr wichtiger Punkt. Entsprechend wurde schon viele
Mu¨he investiert um die Energieeﬃzienz in diesen Netzen zu Analysieren und
Verbessern.
In dieser Dissertation wird ein modellbasierter Ansatz fu¨r die Analyse des
Energieverbrauchs von verschiedenen drahtlosen Netzwerk Protokollen betra-
chtet. Hierbei ist mit modellbasierten Ansatz gemeint, dass alle Protokolle
als mathematische Modelle formalisiert werden, genauer gesagt als diskrete
endliche Markov-Ketten (DTMCs), Markov Entscheidungsprozessen (MDP)
oder stochastische Zeitautomaten (STA). Die betrachteten Protokolle sind
ein ”Leader Election” Protokoll, ein ”Routing” Protokoll, und zwei ”Medium
Access Control (MAC)” Protokolle.
Die Formalisierungen von Protokollen, die auf DTMCs und MDP basieren
sind, werden in PRISM modelliert, einen bekannten ”Model Checker” fu¨r
”probabilistisches Model Checking”. Die Technik des ”Model Checking”
geho¨rt zur Familie der formalen Methoden. Sie untersucht abschließend alle
mo¨glichen (erreichbare) Zusta¨nde von Modellen und pru¨ft ob diese eine bes-
timmte Eigenschaft erfu¨llen. Solche Eigenschaften werden in der Regel durch
Logiken ausgedru¨ckt, wie zum Beispiel die ”probabilistische Computer Tree
Logic” (PCTL). Da das ”Model Checking” Verfahren auf strengen mathe-
matischen Grundlagen basiert und den gesamte Zustandsraum eines Modells
erkundet, ist seine Anwendbarkeit durch das sogenannte ”Zustandsraum Ex-
plosion” Problem beschra¨nkt. Hierbei handelt es sich um die Problematik,
dass der Zustandsraum mit der Gro¨ße des Modells exponentiell wa¨chst. Das
heißt das selbst fu¨r Systeme mit mittlerer Gro¨ße die Analyse nicht ohne weit-
eres mo¨glich ist. Im Gegenteil zu DTMCs und MDP mu¨ssen STA-Modelle
mit Hilfe der ”Ereignisorientierte Simulation” simuliert werden, da derzeit
kein ”Model Checking” Programm existiert das mit der ma¨chtigen Aus-
sagesta¨rke, beziehungsweise allen Eigenschaften von STA-Modelle umgehen
kann.
Neben der eigentlichen Energieverbrauchanalyse dieser Protokolle, wer-
den Modiﬁkationen vorgeschlagen, die zu einer erho¨hten Energieeﬃzienz fu¨hren
ko¨nnen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Forty years ago, when networking technologies met radio communications
at the University of Hawaii as a research project called Aloha, a new era of
wireless technology began. The Aloha system is considered as the very ﬁrst
wireless local area network, it had a bi-directional star topology, including
seven computers deployed over four islands to communicate with the central
computer on the Oahu Island without using phone lines.
Since then, wireless networking began its journey into our daily life around
the world. When we go to work, the smoke detector in our oﬃce, which con-
tributes to the ﬁre alarm system, an application of wireless sensor networks,
prevents us from being injured. When we call a friend, we will probably ﬁrst
dial his mobile phone number instead of the landline number, since with a
mobile phone, a part of the cellular system (a kind of radio network), we
are more likely to reach him. In the soon future, the new development in
the vehicular ad hoc communication will not only provide greater passenger
safety, but also more comfort during driving. Our life become more and more
convenient with wireless networks.
1.1 Energy Consumption inWireless Networks
However, the shrinking size, the increasing range of functionality, and the
explosion of the number of next-generation wireless devices imply reduction
on battery size and capacities, meaning that emerging wireless systems must
13
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use energy more eﬃcient than ever before. The eﬃciency of wireless devices
is directly impacted by their operating lifetime before batteries need to be
recharged or replaced, and we do not want to have batteries carried with us
also have increasing size and weight.
To maximize the utility of wireless devices with a limited power supply,
power management becomes one of the most challenging topics in wireless
networking. Regarding to network operations, the source of power consump-
tion can be generally classiﬁed into two types: communication related and
computation related, with a potential trade-oﬀ between them. For instance,
a routing protocol may ﬁlter redundant messages from multiple sources and
forward only the useful packets to the destination. This elimination process
on the one hand reduces the energy cost of transmitting superﬂuous data,
but one the other hand increases the cost of computation. Hence when de-
signing energy eﬃcient protocols one should always be aware of this possible
trade-oﬀ.
In this thesis, we focus mainly on the communication related power con-
sumption. In the traditional Open System Interconnection (OSI) protocol
stack, a communication system consists of seven layers and energy eﬃciency
can be achieved at diﬀerent layers. For instance, digital modulation schemes
are investigated in the physical layer, as they determine the theoretical bit
error rate and thus the impact of channel noise. A plenty of energy eﬃcient
medium access control (MAC) protocols haven been proposed for the reduc-
tion of idle listening, collisions, or overhearing, Which have been proved as
the largest source of energy wasting at the MAC layer. Routing is the task
of the network layer, and energy-aware routing is another hotspot in energy
eﬃcient communication, especially in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). In
the higher layers, for example the application layer, energy conservation is
achieved individually depending on the application. For instance, for video
processing applications, compression techniques are used to reduce the num-
ber of bits transmitted while preserving or minimally degrading the quality of
videos. Also, some cross-layer strategies are proposed to prolong the network
lifetime, in which diﬀerent network layers are considered jointly.
All protocols we are concerned within this thesis are of the lower layers.
More precisely, one leader election protocol (Chapter 3), two medium access
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control protocols (Chapter 4 and 5), and one routing protocol (Chapter 6).
We analyze these protocols from the energy consumption point of view, with
a model-based approach.
1.2 Model-based Approaches
In the context of the analysis of system or protocol performance, we often
use the term model, which is an abstraction of the considered real system,
based on assumptions and simpliﬁcations. A model can either be a sim-
ulation model that is implemented in a network simulator (like ns-2/ns-3,
or OMNeT) with certain programming languages (for instance C++), or
a mathematical model, which is a formal model that can be interpreted by
an appropriate modeling language, with underlying mathematically precisely
deﬁned notations. Aside from the diﬀerence between programming languages
and modeling languages, the essential diﬀerence between a simulation model
and a formal model is that a simulation model is analyzed in a corresponding
simulator with the help of pre-built simulation libraries, whereas the methods
to study a formal model are not ﬁxed to simulation, but can also be theorem
proving or model checking.
All models considered in this thesis are formal models with probabilis-
tic behaviors. More precisely, we consider three probabilistic models: the
discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs) which is purely probabilistic, the
Markov decision processes (MDPs) which is an extension of DTMCs that
also allows nondeterminism, and the stochastic timed automata (STA) that
is used to model stochastic timed systems.
The evaluations of these three models are carried out by means of either
probabilistic model checking, or discrete-event simulation.
Probabilistic model checking The classical model checking explores the
whole state spaces of the system, focuses on the absolute guarantee of cor-
rectness – ”the message can be delivered to the destination” is true. Whereas
probabilistic model checking is able to automatically and exhaustively check
systems with stochastic or nondeterministic behaviors. Accordingly, the sys-
tem properties are supplemented with probability. Hence when questioning
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the system behaviors, they can no longer be answered with a ”true” or ”false”,
but ”the message can be delivered to the destination with probability 99.5%”.
Discrete-event simulation A discrete-event simulation can be viewed
as an ordered sequence of well-deﬁned events. Where an event comprises a
speciﬁc change in the system state at a discrete point in time. Each sim-
ulation run interprets a possible path in the system model. W can obtain
the average performance of a given system through the results of a bunch of
simulation runs.
The essential diﬀerence between probabilistic model checking and simu-
lation is that probabilistic model checking is an exhaustive technique which
explores the whole state spaces of the system, goes into every details in the
model, and hence is able to detect phenomena that occur with very low
probability which are sometimes overlooked by simulation. That is to say,
model checking can provide a mathematically much more rigorous and pre-
cise prediction on the system behaviors. As a trade-oﬀ for this exhaustive
search, model checking often suﬀers the state space explosion problem – even
systems of moderate size often result in models with an exponentially larger
state space that complicates their analysis.
In case model checking is not applicable, we turn to simulation. Note
that although simulation of a formal model works on a similar principle
and procedure as that for a simulation model, i.e., repetition of the same
experiment many times, they do not use any pre-developed libraries and
hence the results are independent on the implementation of these libraries.
In this thesis we have two protocols, the leader election protocol in Chap-
ter 3 and the routing protocol in Chapter 6, that are analyzed by probabilistic
model checking technique in PRISM. The two MAC protocols in Chapter 4
and 5 are studied with the discrete-event simulator Mo¨bius on formal models
written in the MoDeST language.
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
This section lists the organization of this thesis.
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• Chapter 2 brieﬂy introduces the deﬁnitions of three probabilistic mod-
els, the syntax of two modeling languages, and their modeling environ-
ments that we use throughout the thesis.
• Chapter 3 considers a randomized leader election protocol for wire-
less radio networks. By model checking in PRISM, we show that the
accuracy of the upper bound of the network size does not have strong
impact on the election time. And if the unique channel is unreliable, the
protocol could terminate incorrectly. We further propose two modiﬁca-
tions of the original protocol. The ﬁrst one reduces the overall energy
consumption without aﬀecting the election results; the latter one let
nodes with maximal residual power supply have a higher probability to
be elected.
• Chapter 4 investigates a medium access control (MAC) protocol called
g-MAC for wireless sensor networks, developed by the Dutch IT com-
pany CHESS. The protocol is modeled in the modeling language MoD-
eST and the analysis is carried out in Mo¨bius by means of discrete-
event simulation. Several drawbacks were found, like the random list-
ing mechanism may turn a good slot allocation in certain situation to
a bad one, and the protocol suﬀers from capacity problems and works
only energy eﬃcient for a few limited scenarios.
• Chapter 5 studies the second generation of g-MAC called distributed
slotted Aloha (dsA). dsA solves the capacity problem of the previous g-
MAC, and raises a new direction of energy improvement: regulation of
output power. We propose a dynamic power management scheme and
show that this scheme not only reduces the overall energy consumption
(30%) but also speeds up the message propagation.
• Chapter 6 focuses on the well known routing protocol GAF for wireless
ad hoc networks. Since the grid size in GAF has great impact on the
overall energy consumption of the network, we analyze the probability
of successful routing from source to sink with diﬀerent grid size. Model
checking results in PRISM show that by increasing the zone size, we can
obtain a network lifetime extension by 25%, with almost no negative
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inﬂuence on the probability of successful routing.
• Chapter 7 provides a conclusion on this dissertation.
1.4 Origins of the Chapters and Credits
Chapter 3 is based on [YK10]
• Haidi Yue and Joost-Pieter Katoen. Leader election in anonymous ra-
dio networks: model checking energy consumption. In Proceedings of
the 17th International Conference on Analytical and Stochastic Mod-
eling Techniques and Applications, ASMTA10, pages 247-61. Volume
6148 of LNCS. Springer-Verlag, 2010.
Chapter 4 is based on [YBK10]
• Haidi Yue, Henrik Bohnenkamp, and Joost-Pieter Katoen. Analyz-
ing energy consumption in a gossiping mac protocol. In Proceedings
of the 15th international GI/ITG conference on Measurement, Mod-
elling, and Evaluation of Computing Systems and Dependability and
Fault Tolerance, MMB&DFT10, pages 107-119. Volume 5987 of LNCS.
Springer-Verlag, 2010.
Chapter 5 is based on [YBKK11]
• Haidi Yue, Henrik Bohnenkamp, Malte Kampschulte, and Joost-Pieter
Katoen. Analysing and improving energy efficiency of distributed slot-
ted aloha. In Proceedings of the 11th international conference and
4th international conference on Smart Spaces and Next Generation
Wired/Wireless Networking, NEW2AN11/ruSMART11, pages 197-208.
Volume 6869 of LNCS. Springer-Verlag, 2011.
The results in Chapter 6 are new and not published yet.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this thesis, we model a series of communication protocols that all have
probabilistic behaviors. To have a better understanding of the protocol mod-
els, we introduce in the ﬁrst part of this chapter three probabilistic models:
DTMCs (discrete-time Markov chain), MDPs (Markov decision processes),
and PTA (probabilistic timed automata), that we are going to use in later
chapters. DTMCs are fully probabilistic, MDPs extend DTMCs with nonde-
terminism, and PTA are again extensions of MDPs with real-valued clocks.
As the focus of this thesis is the application of model-based analysis, we
will not go deep into the algorithmic aspect of how to analyzing these mod-
els, instead, we provide for each of these three models a formal deﬁnition
and a corresponding example. This should be suﬃcient to understand the
behaviors of the protocol models in later chapters.
The second part of this chapter is concerned with two modeling lan-
guages: PRISM and MoDeST, that we will use throughout the thesis, and
their modeling tools. PRISM is necessary to understand the modeling de-
tails in Chapters 3 and 6. Whereas MoDeST is used to model the two MAC
protocols in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.1 Probabilistic Systems
This section introduces three probabilistic models: DTMCs, MDPs and PTA.
The ﬁrst two belong to the family of Markov chains, and the third one is an
19
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extension of TAs (timed automata) [AD94] with probabilities. The notion
of Markov chain is ﬁrst discovered by the Russian Mathematician Andrey
Markov, who investigated at the beginning of the 20th century the alterna-
tion of vowels and consonants in Pushkin’s poem Eugeny Onegin [Tij03]. He
developed a probability model in which each trial depends only on its imme-
diate predecessor, and not on for example the history of previous trials. This
property is called memoryless property, also known as Markov property. At
that time, the developed model enabled Markov to obtain an accurate cal-
culation of the frequency at which consonants or vowels occur in Pushkin’s
poem. And today, Markov chains are widely applied in many ﬁelds, like the
enzyme analysis in Chemistry, the PageRank of a web page used by the in-
ternet company Google, the asset price estimation in economic and ﬁnance,
and of course also in computer science, for the evaluation of performance and
dependability of information processing systems.
Most of Markov’s works are devoted to simple homogeneous chains, i.e.,
the probability distribution is independent on the elapsed time. Andrey
Kolmogorov, another Russian Mathematician, generalized Markov’s results
to countable inﬁnite state spaces. Today, a large variant of Markov chains
exists, like DTMCs, CTMCs (continuous-time Markov chains), MDPs, Semi-
MDPs, and Quantum Markov chains, to mention a few. The ﬁrst two sub-
sections below introduce two common members in the Markov chain family:
DTMC and MDP. The former one is purely probabilistic, whereas the lat-
ter one contains also nondeterminism. PTA are used to model probabilistic
real-timed systems and will be introduced in the third subsection.
There are diﬀerent interpretations of a probabilistic systems. In the lit-
erature, it is often deﬁned as a sequence of random variables [Tij03, Ste09],
because a probabilistic system is a special type of stochastic processes. In this
thesis, we adopt the state-based view of probabilistic systems as in [BK08],
and deﬁne the three models as transition systems.
2.1.1 Discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs)
A discrete time Markov chain is a transition system which labels each tran-
sition with a probability such that the sum over all the outgoing transitions
for each state equals one. The term discrete means that the state transitions
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occur only at ﬁxed times. The behavior of a DTMC is fully probabilistic.
Hence, we can deﬁne a probability space over inﬁnite paths through the model
and quantitative analyze the likelihood that a particular event occurring.
Definition 2.1.1 Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) A discrete-
time Markov chain is a tuple M = (S, P, I, AP, L) where
• S is a countable, nonempty set of states.
• P : S×S → [0, 1] is the transition probability function such that for all
states s ∈ S: ∑
s′∈S
P (s, s′) = 1,
• I : S → [0, 1] is the initial distribution, such that ∑s∈S I(s) = 1,
• AP is the set of atomic propositions, and
• L : S → 2AP is a labeling function.
M is ﬁnite if S and AP are ﬁnite. All models considered in this thesis
are ﬁnite. For an arbitrary state s, s′ is considered as successor of s if
P (s, s′) > 0. In a similar way, s is an initial state if I(s) > 0. The labeling
function L associates a set L(s) ∈ 2AP of atomic propositions to any state s.
For a ∈ AP , a ∈ L(s) means a is satisﬁed in s.
0.2
0.1
0.7
1
1
s2
s3
s1
{receive}
{transmit}
{idle}
Figure 2.1: A DTMC of a sensor node with probabilistic behavior
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Consider a simple sensor node modeled as a DTMC (cf. Figure 2.1). The
node has three diﬀerent states: idle, receive, and transmit. It stays in idle
to save energy, but it can also move to receive or transmit randomly to pick
up or send messages. The choice of staying in which state follows a given
probabilistic law. Given such a probabilistic model, we can ask question like:
”from the initial state, what is the probability of going to the receive state
in one step”.
2.1.2 Markov decision processes (MDPs)
For systems that evolve with respect to a ﬁxed probabilistic law of motion,
a discrete time Markov chain is often appropriate. However, in many sit-
uations, uncertainty or interleaving between diﬀerent components are also
involved, the state transitions of the whole system are then controlled by a
sequence of executions of actions. For these cases, DTMC is not appropri-
ate. Instead, the Markov decision process can be applied, it is a powerful
model that combines both the probabilistic choices and nondeterminism in
one system.
Definition 2.1.2 Markov decision process A (discrete) Markov decision
process is a tupleM = (S,Act, P, I, AP, L) where S, I, AP , and L are defined
as in DTMC and
• Act is a set of actions, and
• P : S ×Act× S → [0, 1] is the transition probability function such that
for all states s ∈ S and actions α ∈ Act:∑
s′∈S
P (s, α, s′) ∈ {0, 1}.
An action α is enabled in state s if and only if
∑
s′∈S P (s, α, s
′) = 1.
Figure 2.2 shows an MDP model of a similar node as before, it has the
same number of states and state labeling, but is extended with 4 actions:
not receive, not transmit, go idle and go transmit. Nondeterminism occurs
at state s1, where two actions are possible. If action not transmit is chosen,
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Figure 2.2: An MDP of a sensor node with probabilistic, nondeterministic
behaviors
with probability 0.3, the node moves to receive, otherwise, if the other action
is chosen, with probability 0.1, it goes to transmit. That is to say, the
probability of the node from idle in one step to transmit depends on the
action chosen. Hence for MDPs, we can not directly ask the likelihood of an
event occurring as for DTMCs, instead, we need to ask, what is the maximal
or minimal probability of an event occurring. In our example, the maximal
probability from idle to receive in one step is 0.3, and the minimal probability
is 0.
2.1.3 Probabilistic timed automata (PTA)
Many network protocols rely not only on the use of randomness, nondeter-
minism, but also timing issues, such as the IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD com-
munication protocol [IEE02], or the IEEE 1394 FireWire root contention
protocol [IEE95]. To model such real-time systems, probabilistic timed au-
tomata (PTA) were proposed [KNSS02]. In PTA, real-valued clocks (clocks
for short) measures the passage of time. Hence one can view PTA as a com-
bination of MDP with a set of clocks C. Another interpretation of PTA is
TA (timed automata) [AD94] combined with probabilities. Clocks have the
following properties:
• They can be read as an ordinary variable, but implicitly advance their
values linearly to system time.
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• All clocks run at the same speed and can only be set to zero.
Conditions which depend on clock values are called clock constraints. On the
one hand, clock constraints can be used to enable or disable some actions
being taken (guard), on the other hand, they are also used to limit the amount
of time that is allowed to spend in a location (invariant).
Definition 2.1.3 Clock constraints A clock constraint over set C of clocks
is formed according to the grammar.
g ::= x < c | x ≤ c | x > c | x ≥ c | g ∧ g
where c ∈ N and x ∈ C.
Let CC(C) denote the set of clock constraints over C.
Definition 2.1.4 Probabilistic timed automaton A probabilistic timed
automaton is a tuple PTA = (Loc, Loc0, Act, C, inv, prob, AP, L) where Act,
AP , and L are defined as in MDP, and
• Loc is a finite set of locations,
• Loc0 ⊆ Loc is a set of initial locations,
• C is a finite set of clocks.
• Inv : Loc→ CC(C) is an invariant-assignment function,
• prob ⊆ Loc× CC(C)× Act ×Dist(Loc × 2C) is the probabilistic edge
relation.
An example of PTA which presents a sensor node is shown in Figure 2.3.
The blue colored clock constraints are invariant, whereas the green colored
are guards. The initial location is s1 with clock c = 0. The node stays at
s1 for at most 60 time units. This is indicated by the invariant c <= 60.
When c = 60, the go active action is enabled, and with probability 0.9 or 0.1
the node moves to s2 or s3, respectively. Other transitions do not contain
probability. Nondeterminism occurs at s3, when the guard ”c >= 3” is
satisﬁed. This kind of nondeterminism is similar as that in MDP. In PTA,
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Figure 2.3: A PTA of a sensor node with probabilistic, nondeterministic, and
timed behaviors
there is another sort of nondeterminism when both time-delay and action
are allowed. For instance, when the node is in location s2 and c = 7, the
node can decide either staying in s2 for another 1 time unit, or taking the
action go idle. In our PTA example, whenever an action is taken, clock c
will be reset to zero. Note that the clock reset after an action is not a must
according to the syntax of PTA, but in the practice, when modeling PTA, it
is very necessary to reset clocks as much as possible, so that some clocks can
be reused and consequently reduce the state space.
2.2 Modeling Languages and Tools
Several modeling languages and tools exist, including Promela (Process Meta
Language) used by SPIN (Simple Promela Interpreter) [Hol03] for verify-
ing the correctness of distributed software models; PRISM language used in
PRISM [webb] for the modeling and analysis of systems that exhibit prob-
abilistic behavior; and MoDeST (Modeling and Description Language for
Stochastic and Timed Systems) [BDHK06], which is accepted by diﬀerent
tools for the analysis of stochastic real-timed systems. This section deals
with two of them: PRISM and MoDeST.
Although the PRISM language shares the same name with the model
checker PRISM, in the sequel, it should be clear from the context which
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PRISM we are mentioning. Unlike PRISM which can be written and ana-
lyzed directly in the model checker PRISM, MoDeST is supported by a few
modeling environments like Mo¨bius [DCC+02] and Mime [mim].
2.2.1 PRISM
PRISM [webb] is a probabilistic model checker developed at the University
of Birmingham and Oxford. It has been widely taken up (downloaded more
than 20, 000 times) and used for quantitative veriﬁcation in a broad spectrum
of veriﬁcation domains, from randomized distributed algorithms [KNP12,
FP05] to network security [NS06, KNPV09], from system biology [HKN+08]
to game theory [TCS12]. PRISM comprises the symbolic data structures
and algorithms, based on Binary Decision Diagrams(BDDs) [Bry86] and
Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams (MTBDDs) [FMY97]. These al-
low compact representation and eﬃcient manipulation of large, structured
model. For example, in [AKN+00], systems with over 1030 states have been
veriﬁed.
The current release (i.e., PRISM 4.0.3) provides support for four types
of probabilistic models: DTMCs, CTMCs, MDPs, and PTA, plus exten-
sions of these models with costs and rewards. Models are described in the
PRISM modeling languages, a simple, state-based language, and proper-
ties are speciﬁed in a logic incorporates LTL(linear temporal logic) [Pnu77],
PCTL (probabilistic computation tree logic) [HJ94], CSL (continuous stochas-
tic logic) [BHHK03], etc. In this subsection, we brieﬂy introduce the PRISM
language and the property speciﬁcation in the PRISM tool.
Modules modules and variables are the fundamental components in the
PRISM language. A PRISM model consists of one or more modules, which
can interact with each other. Each module is deﬁned by its state variables.
The values of these states variables constitute the state of the module. The
state of the whole model is then determined by the local states of all modules.
The transitions between states are described by a set of guarded commands,
associated with probabilities.
Listing 2.1 shows the PRISM speciﬁcation of the simple MDP model
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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1 mdp
2
3 const double p ;
4
5 module sensor node
6 s t a t e : [ 1 . . 3 ] ;
7 [ no t t r ansmi t ] s t a t e=1 −> p : ( s ta te ’=1)+1−p : ( s ta te ’=2) ;
8 [ n o t r e c e i v e ] s t a t e=1 −> 0 . 9 : ( s ta te ’=1) +0 .1 : ( s ta te ’=3) ;
9 [ g o i d l e ] s t a t e=2 −> ( s ta te ’=1) ;
10 [ g o r e c e i v e ] s t a t e=3 −> ( s ta te ’=2) ;
11 endmodule
12
13 rewards ”Energy”
14 s t a t e =1:1 ;
15 s t a t e =2:10 ;
16 s t a t e =3:11 ;
17 endrewards
Listing 2.1: Example of PRISM model
The speciﬁcation started with the keyword mdp to indicate that this
model is a Markov decision process. The model then declares a constant p
that deﬁnes the transition probability in line 7. The module has a single
state variable called state whose value is an integer in the set {1, 2, 3}, cor-
responding to the states s1, s2, and s3 in Figure 2.2. The smallest value is
by default the initial state. The rest of the module consists of four guarded
commands, they are of the form:
[ l a b e l ] guard −> prob 1 : ( update 1 )+ . . . +prob n : ( update n ) ;
If the condition described by the guard is satisﬁed by the current state of the
model, the updates 1 to n after the symbol → could be undertake, with the
corresponding probabilities. The probability can be given either as a concrete
value (for example in line 8) or as an input parameter for veriﬁcations (like in
line 7). The action label of a transition is placed inside the squared bracket,
used to force two or more modules to make transitions simultaneously, i.e.,
it realizes the synchronization among modules.
PRISM also supports the speciﬁcation and analysis of properties based
on rewards (or costs). This means that it can be used to reason quantitative
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measures relating to model behavior. For example, the ”expected power
consumption”. The second part in Listing 2.1 (lines 13 − 17) shows the
construct of rewards. For instance ”state=1:1;” assigns a reward of 1 to each
state satisfying ”state=1”.
Property specification In the setting of probabilistic model checking,
the properties of a system are typically expressed in temporal logic, such as
PCTL [HJ94]. The most common queries in PRISM are started with the P
operator and are of the following form
P query [ path-property ]
For example, the following formula:
Pmax =? [F<=T “state=3” ]
asks the maximal probability that state 3 is reached within T steps.
The analysis of properties which relate to the expected values of rewards
is achieved using the R operator, which works in a similar fashion to the P
operator, i.e.,
R query [ reward-property ]
For instance the property
Rmin {”energy”}=? [C<=k]
for cumulative reward, would return the minimal expected amount of energy
consumption within k time units.
Besides model checking, PRISM also features a discrete-event simulation
engine, generating approximate results through Monte Carlo methods and
sampling. PRISM provides a graphical user interfaces. This tool can be used
for editing models, specifying and verifying properties, as well as generate
sample paths (executions). Figure 2.4 shows a screenshot of the PRISM
model checker.
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Figure 2.4: A screenshot of the PRISM model checker
2.2.2 MoDeST
MoDeST [BDHK06] is a high-level modeling and description language for
stochastic timed systems, based on the formal semantics of stochastic timed
automata (STA). STA is an extension of PTA which allows also continuous
probability distributions. Unfortunately, there is currently no model checking
technique available to deal with all features of STA models. However, large
submodels of STA can be model-checked, in particular PTA [DKN04, HH09,
KNSW07] and IMCs (interactive Markov chains) [ZN10].
The syntax of the control and data structures in MoDeST is very similar
to that of Promela, the modeling language used as input language for the
model checker SPIN [Hol03]. Both of them have constructs as do, alt, when
and atomic-statement. A particular type of variable which can be declared
in MoDeST is the clock type. The principle of clocks is the same as in timed
automata [AD94]. Once processes are speciﬁed, MoDeST composes them in
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parallel using the par operator.
The do keyword indicates a repetitive behavior. The body of this con-
struct is restarted again and again, until a termination action is encountered,
for example break. The alt construct is used to specify a nondeterministic
choice between diﬀerent possible behaviors. The main add-on in MoDeST is
the palt construct, which provides a weighted choice, where each weight has
the form :w:, with w a positive real number.
The interaction between parallel processes is realized by means of actions.
Their occurrence within a process can be guarded by the when(.) clause,
specifying a condition. In particular, the boolean expression in a when(.)
clause refers to clock values. In that case, an action is enabled as soon as the
when(.) condition becomes true. Statements in an atomic block {= ... =}
are executed atomically.
1 process sensor node ( int id ) {
2 clock c ;
3 action go ac t i v e , g o r e c e i v e , g o i d l e ;
4 do{
5 : : invariant ( c<=60)
6 when( c==60) g o a c t i v e palt {
7 : 4 : {= c=0 =};
8 invariant ( c<=10)
9 when( c>=6) g o i d l e {= c=0 =}
10 : 1 : {= c=0 =};
11 invariant ( c<=5)
12 when( c>=3) alt {
13 : : g o r e c e i v e {= c=0 =};
14 invariant ( c<=10)
15 when( c>=6) g o i d l e {= c=0 =};
16 : : g o i d l e {= c=0 =}
17 }
18 }
19 }
20 }
Listing 2.2: Example of MoDeST model
As an example of a MoDeST code snippet, Listing 2.2 describes the PTA
shown in Figure 2.3. After waiting for 60 time units the process randomly
selects between executing lines 7 − 9 (80% of the cases) or performing lines
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10− 16 (20% of the cases).
A few modeling tools exist like Mo¨bius [DCC+02] and Mime [mim]. The
conjunction between MoDeST and Mo¨bius is realized by MOTOR (MoD-
eST Tool Environment) [BCD+03], a tool that is integrated into the Mo¨bius
framework and aims to facilitate the transformation, analysis, and validation
of MoDeST models. Mime is another MoDeST language editor, with direct
access to mcpta [Har09], where mcpta is a model checking tool for the subset
of MoDeST that corresponds to PTA, and translates Modest models into
PRISM. Recently, a new member mctau [BDHH12] comes to the MoDeST
toolset family. mctau realizes the transformation of MoDeST models that
represent TA to UPPAAL [webd], a prominent tool for model checking timed
automata.
In this thesis, we use MOTOR and the discrete-event simulator Mo¨bius
to analyze the two protocols studied in Chapters 4 and 5. A screenshot of
the tool tandem MoToR-Mo¨bius is depicted in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: A screenshot of MOTOR with Mo¨bius
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Chapter 3
Leader Election Protocol
Leader election is a fundamental problem in both wired and wireless sys-
tems. In this chapter, we present an analysis of a randomized leader election
algorithm [BIN06] designed for radio networks. Using probabilistic model
checking with PRISM [webb], we ﬁrst model the protocol as a discrete-time
Markov Chain (DTMC) model and investigate the scalability of the original
protocol. Then we slightly alter the protocol so that it consumes less energy.
Both mathematical analysis and model checking reveals that this amendment
saves two third of the energy consumption of the original. Finally we propose
a modiﬁcation of the protocol in which a process with larger energy level has
higher probability to be elected. This modiﬁed protocol is modeled as an
MDP (Markov Decision Process), which allows us to compute minimum and
maximum values, interpreting the best- and worst-case performance of the
protocol under any scenario. Veriﬁcation results show that in the setting
with 8 stations, in the worst case with respect to the number of election
rounds, the modiﬁed protocol will elect the station with the highest energy
level with probability 0.69.
Organization of this chapter. We ﬁrst give an overview of leader
election protocols in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the original proto-
col [BIN06] and presents some of our model checking results. A generalized
version of the original protocol is discussed in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we
introduce and analyze our modiﬁcation of the original protocol. We conclude
33
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with a discussion of our results and of related work in Section 3.5.
3.1 Introduction
Leader election has been studied extensively in the ﬁeld of distributed al-
gorithms. It was ﬁrst proposed by Le Lann [Lan77], who also gave the ﬁrst
solution. The problem consists of designating a particular process as the “or-
ganizer” of some task distributed among a group of processes. It requires that
all processes in the network execute the same local algorithm. The processes
communicate through message exchange and at the end of the computation,
a leader election protocol aims to reach a terminal conﬁguration with exactly
one process in a special state “leader”, while all other processes are in the
non-leader state. The process in the leader state is called the leader and
other processes are aware of who gets the leadership.
The problem of electing a unique leader is fundamental to supervise com-
munication and synchronization in distributed systems. The existence of
a centralized controller greatly simpliﬁes process communication. In group
communication protocols, a leader election is necessary when a group leader
crashes or departs from the system [VKT04]. In the context of wireless net-
works, leader election has a large variety of applications such as routing coor-
dination [PBRD03], key distribution [BD01], and general control [HPS+99,
MWV00]. In networks with mobile nodes, leader election can occur fre-
quently, making it a particularly critical component of the system opera-
tion [VKT04].
A large range of leader election protocols exists. They can be either
asynchronous or synchronous, anonymous or with unique process identities,
the network topology can be static or mobile, and the communication channel
can either be one shared channel as in radio networks or multi-channel. The
complexity of these protocols is typically measured either by the number of
messages exchanged or by the time necessary to elect a leader. For more
information we refer to [Tel00].
From the point of view of energy eﬃciency, energy consumption is also a
vital criterion for a leader election protocol, especially for radio networks with
battery-powered devices. In this chapter, we focus on the randomized leader
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election protocol [BIN06] for synchronous anonymous radio network, where
each radio station is equipped with a single transceiver, and the network
topology is not speciﬁed since all stations communicate via a unique channel.
We analyze diﬀerent variants of this protocol using a technique known as
probabilistic model checking.
Probabilistic model checking [BK08] is a formal veriﬁcation technique for
the modeling and analysis of systems with stochastic behavior. It has been
widely applied in the design and analysis of randomized algorithms, commu-
nication and security protocols, biological systems and many others. In con-
tract to simulation based approaches, probabilistic model checking searches
exhaustively the whole state space of the systems, provides a more exact
quantitative results. As an inevitable pay-oﬀ, probabilistic model checking
has the limitation of system complexity. The frequently used probabilistic
model checker includes PRISM [webb], MRMC [weba], and VESTA [webe].
In this chapter, we model the protocol as DTMC models using PRISM. We
investigate the scalability of the protocol in term of the size of the network,
calculate the failure probability when considering unreliable channel. Fur-
thermore, we change the protocol by making it not only more energy eﬃcient
but also elect a leader with higher energy.
3.2 Leader Election with Known Network Size
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the randomized leader election protocol as
originally proposed in [BIN06] , then model and analyze it with the PRISM
model checker.
3.2.1 Protocol introduction
We consider the randomized leader election protocol introduced in [BIN06],
which is designed for radio networks in which every station is equipped with
only one transceiver, so that a station can not perform transmitting and
listening operations at the same time. This means that a station can not
detect collisions while transmitting. The assumptions made by this protocol
are:
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1. The stations are identical and can not be distinguished by serial or
manufacturing number.
2. Time is slotted and all stations have a local clock that are synchronized.
3. The network has no collision detection capabilities.
4. The single channel which is available to all stations is reliable. This
means that messages are not lost, cannot be reordered, and are not
duplicated.
The unique channel can be in two ”states”. The status of the unique
channel is SINGLE if only one station is transmitting in the current time
slot. Otherwise, if no station is transmitting or more than one station is
transmitting in the same time slot, the channel has the state NOISE. We
denote by S the set of all stations and assume |S| = N > 2. Two scenarios
are distinguished: (1) The network size N is known by all stations or (2) an
upper bound u of N is known by all stations.
We ﬁrst consider the case when the number N of stations in the network
is known in advance. Protocol Leader-Election(N) elects a leader with known
N and consists of two phases, a partition phase and an election phase. In the
partition phase, the set of stations will be randomly partitioned into three
disjoint sets: A, B, and S-A-B. A leader will be elected in the election
phase if the partition formed in the partition phase satisﬁes |A| = |B| = 1,
otherwise a new election round will be initiated. The detailed election scheme
is outlined in Table 3.1.
The above protocol contains probability but does not have deterministic
behavior, hence we can model it as a DTMC model and analyze it using the
probabilistic model checker PRISM. Both the model and the model checker
have been introduced in Chapter 2. In the following, we ﬁrst explain our
PRISM model of the above protocol, then represent the model checking re-
sults.
3.2.2 Scalability
We consider the probability of successful election of a leader within r elec-
tion rounds, and determine this quantity for varying number of stations. If
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Leader-Election(N):
Partition phase :
step 1 : Every station tosses a fair coin and be-
longs to A with probability 1
N
.
step 2 : Every station that is not in A tosses a
fair coin and belongs to B with probability
1
N−1 .
step 3 : Stations that neither belong to A nor to
B after step 2 are in S-A-B.
Election phase :
slot 1 : Every station in A broadcasts on the
channel. Stations in S-A monitor the chan-
nel.
slot 2 : If the channel was SINGLE in slot 1, ev-
ery station in B broadcasts on the channel
and stations in S-B monitor the channel.
slot 3 : If the channel was SINGLE in slot 2, ev-
ery station in A broadcasts on the channel
and announces itself as the leader, stations in
S-A-B monitor the channel and get informed
that a leader is elected.
Table 3.1: A randomized leader election protocol with known N .
the channel is reliable and the network size N is known exactly, Leader-
Election(N) provides a quite good scalability. That is to say, even for large
N , the protocol elects a leader within a short number of r with a high prob-
ability. This can be seen as follows. Given a ﬁxed N > 1, since |A| follows
the n independent Bernoulli trails with parameter 1
n
, we have the probability
of |A| = 1 is
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Pr[|A| = 1] =
(
N
1
)
1
N
(1− 1
N
)N−1.
Suppose |A| = 1. The probability of |B| = 1 under the condition |A = 1| is
similarly expressed by
Pr[|A| = 1||B| = 1] =
(
N − 1
1
)
1
N − 1(1−
1
N − 1)
N−2.
Now the probability pN of |A| = |B| = 1 after the partition phase can be
calculated by equation (3.1)
pN = Pr[|A| = |B| = 1]
= Pr[|A| = 1]·Pr[|A| = 1||B| = 1]
=
(
N
1
)
1
N
(1− 1
N
)N−1
(
N − 1
1
)
1
N − 1(1−
1
N − 1)
N−2. (3.1)
dtmc
const int N;
const double p=pow((1−1/N) , (N−1) ) ∗pow((1−1/(N−1) ) , (N−2)) ;
module simple DTMC
s : [ 0 . . 1 ] ; // 0 : i n i t i a l s ta te , 1 : a l e ad e r i s e l e c t ed
[ choose ] s=0 −> p : ( s ’=1)+1−p : ( s ’=0) ;
[ ] s=1 −> s ’=1;
endmodule
Listing 3.1: A simple DTMC model examines the scalability
Since the election phase is deterministic, to calculate the probability of
successful election it is suﬃcient to model the partition phase as a simple
DTMC with only two states: from the initial state, with probability pN ,
it goes to the second state (i.e., a unique leader is elected), otherwise, with
probability 1−pN , it stays in the initial state, as depicted in Listing 3.1. The
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constant N is the number of stations, p is the probability pN in equation (3.1).
The question: “what is the probability of successfully elect a leader within
r rounds for network with N nodes“ can be expressed in PRISM by the
following formula: ϕ1 := P =?[(true)U<=r(s = 1)].
Figure 3.1 shows the veriﬁcation results of ϕ1 with N = 5, 10, 100, and
1000. The y-axis presents the probability of successful election of a leader
within r rounds (the x-axis). As we can see, even for networks with large
N (i.e., N=1000), the probability of successful election converges almost as
fast as for network with small size. This shows that the protocol has good
scalability.
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Figure 3.1: Probability of leader election vs. number of rounds
3.2.3 Leader election with an unreliable channel
The protocol [BIN06] is based on the assumption that the communication
channel is reliable. However, in the real world, this is mostly not the case.
For instance, during the sending of one station, some background noise may
screen out the channel. As a consequence, although the channel is supposed
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to be SINGLE, other stations still evaluate it as NOISE. Or, it can also
happen that more than one station is sending but due to unexpected weather,
the signal power attenuates immensely, and only one station can access the
channel turning the channel into SINGLE. Failure scenarios like station 1
hears only 2 while 3 hears only 4 are excluded, since the channel can be
accessed by at most one station. Following the above considerations, we
introduce two kinds of channel failures:
1. SINGLE to NOISE : There is only one station sending to the channel,
however other stations that are monitoring consider the channel to be
NOISE.
2. NOISE to SINGLE : There are at least two stations broadcasting to the
channel, but other stations which are monitoring the channel receive
information from only one station that is sending and consider the
channel to be SINGLE.
In fact, the above two scenarios are the same in the sense that we deﬁne
channel failure as: the number of stations that successfully broadcast to the
channel is smaller than the number of stations that attempt to broadcast to
the channel. That is, if the channel is NOISE due to nobody is sending at
that moment, it can not happen that other stations observe the channel as
SINGLE.
We assume that per election round, a channel failure occurs at most
once, either in slot 1, slot 2 or slot 3. This assumption makes the inﬂuence of
channel failure at each slot clearly. We model this in PRISM by introducing
a rate pc indicating that the channel works correctly with probability pc.
When pc = 1, the channel is reliable. If pc < 1, a channel failure may occur
with probability 1− pc in slot i (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}). This may cause either be the
reason of SINGLE to NOISE or NOISE to SINGLE.
The protocol with unreliable channel is also modeled as a DTMC model,
and this time, each station i is modeled as a separate process with four states
(0 to 3):
• 0: i is in the initial state or belongs to partition S − A − B after the
partition phase;
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• 1, i is broadcasting to the channel;
• 2, i belongs to partition A;
• 3, i belongs to partition B.
module pro ce s s0
s0 : [ 0 . . 3 ] ;
l e a d e r 0 : bool in i t fa l se ; // l e ad e r 0 i s true i f a l e ad e r i s
e l e c t ed
winner 0 : [ 0 . . 1 ] ; // winner 0=1 i f s t a t i o n 0 i s the l e ad e r
[ choose ] s0=0 & s l o t=0 −> 1/N: ( s0 ’=2) & ( done0 ’=true )
+ 1/N: ( s0 ’=3) & ( done0 ’=true )
+ (N−2)/N : ( s0 ’=0) & ( done0 ’=true ) ;
[ s ] s l o t=1 & s=2 −> ( s0 ’=1) ;
[ s ] s l o t=2 & s0=3 & channel=1 −> ( s0 ’=1) ;
[ s ] s l o t=2 & s0=3 & channel=0 −> ( s0 ’= s0 ) ;
[ s ] s l o t=2 & s0=2 −> ( s0 ’= s0 ) ;
[ s ] s l o t=2 & s0=1 −> ( s0 ’=2) ;
[ s ] s l o t=2 & s0=0 −> ( s0 ’= s0 ) ;
[ s ] s l o t=3 & s0=2 & channel=1 −> ( s0 ’=1) & ( l eade r 0 ’=true ) &
( winner 0 ’=1) ;
[ s ] s l o t=3 & s0=2 & channel=0 −> ( s0 ’=0) ;
[ s ] s l o t=3 & s0 !=2 −> ( s0 ’=0) ;
[ dec ide ] s l o t=3 & channel=1 & leade r s>=1 −> ( l e ade r 0 ’=true ) &
( s0 ’= s0 ) ;
[ dec ide ] s l o t=3 & channel=1 & l e ade r s=0 −> ( l e ade r 0 ’= fa l se ) &
( s0 ’= s0 ) ;
[ dec ide ] s l o t=3 & channel=0 −> ( l e ade r 0 ’= fa l se ) & ( s0 ’=0) ;
endmodule
Listing 3.2: PRISM model of station number 0 with unreliable channel
Listing 3.2 shows the essential part of the model of station number 0
(process0). channel is a global variable for the channel status, which is equal
to 1 if and only if the channel is SINGLE. The value of channel is modiﬁed
by a separate module called schedule, which also controls the ﬂow of the
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
failure type
slots
1 2 3
SINGLE to NOISE 1.0 1.0 0.9547
NOISE to SINGLE 0.9672 1.0 1.0
Table 3.2: Correctness results with unreliable channel
election process. The value of global variable leaders is the sum of the values
of variable winner i, for 0 ≤ i < N . That means, leaders=j if and only
if j leaders are elected. The main objective: “what is the probability of
correct termination“ can be expressed in PRISM by the following formula:
ϕ2 := P =?[F leaders = 1].
All stations are identical, hence we can use module renaming, and let N
stations run in parallel by the synchronization commands choose, s, or decide
in the squared brackets (cf. Listing 3.2).
When a channel failure occurs, although the protocol terminates on av-
erage with almost the same number of election rounds, it could terminate
incorrectly and more than one leader are elected, i.e., the value of leaders
in our PRISM model is greater than 1. The probability of channel failure is
modeled in the module schedule. The following line realizes for example the
case SINGLE to NOISE of probability p.
[ ] ” channel i s SINGLE” −> p : ( channel ’=1) + 1−p : ( channel ’=0) ;
Let pi be the probability of correct termination, Table 3.2 shows the model
checking results of the value of pi with pc = 0.95 and N = 10, under diﬀerent
failure types and diﬀerent slots.
It follows from Table 3.2 that when a SINGLE to NOISE change occurs,
if it occurs in the ﬁrst or the second slot, the protocol can still terminate
correctly. However, if it occurs in the third slot, with some probability, more
than one leader could be elected. Indeed, this happens when |A| = |B| = 1,
then in the third slot, since the channel was SINGLE in the last two slot, the
unique station in A understands itself as leader and announces this to other
stations, if now SINGLE to NOISE failure arises, other stations, especially
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the single station in B, will consider |B| 6= 1 and start a new election round
and eventually elect another station as leader.
Another scenario of incorrect termination appears when failure NOISE
to SINGLE occurs in the ﬁrst slot. This occurs when the partition is |A| > 1
and |B| = 1. A NOISE to SINGLE failure in the ﬁrst slot results in a
false decision of the unique station in B, it hence broadcasts to the channel,
say and concludes that: slot 1 was SINGLE. Now all stations in A consider
themselves as leader, whereas all other stations receive nothing in the third
slot and start a new election round.
3.3 Leader Election with Unknown Network
Size
The protocol introduced in Subsection 3.2.1 is considered for network with
known total number of stations N , [BIN06] also discusses the case if only
the upper bound u of N is available. In this case, the protocol Leader-
Election(21, 22, ..., 2⌈logu⌉) (cf. Table 3.3) is executed, which is a generalization
of Leader-Election(N).
Leader-Election(21, 22, ..., 2⌈logn⌉):
for i = 21 to 2⌈logn⌉ do
run Leader-Election(i)
terminate if leader is elected
Table 3.3: A randomized leader election protocol with unknown N .
The authors in [BIN06] do not mention what happens if no leader is
elected after Leader-Election(2⌈logu⌉) is performed. Although this occurs with
a very low probability, we need to specify in our model which action should
be undertaken if this situation is encountered. Hence we assume that once
Leader-Election(2⌈logu⌉) is executed and no leader is elected yet, i will be set
back to 2 and the algorithm Leader-Election(21, 22, ..., 2⌈logu⌉) starts again.
Let n = ⌈log u⌉ be a number exceeding ⌈log u⌉ which is the power of
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2. Figure 3.2 shows the probability of elect a leader (y-axis) at each round
(x-axis) in a network with N = 12 stations.
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Figure 3.2: Probability of leader election vs. number of rounds if N is not
known.
The red curve indicates the case when the network size is known. The
green one presents the case if we assume n = 16, and the blue one shows the
case when n = 64. As we can see, once we do not know the exact value of
N , the probability to elect a leader at the same round descends signiﬁcantly,
and it takes longer to elect a leader, since the blue and green curves converge
slower than the red one. Because the energy consumption per election round
is the same, it follows that networks with unknown network size consume
in general more energy to elect leader. However, the diﬀerence between the
two bounds n = 16 and n = 64 is not huge, i.e., if we do not know the
exact number of N , a coarse estimation performs almost the same as a more
accurate one.
To understand Figure 3.2 better, consider the following calculation. Let
p(n,N) be the probability of |A| = |B| = 1 after the partitioning phase, with
N > 1 the exact number of stations and n > 1 the number used to form the
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partitioning. It holds that
p(n,N) =
(
N
1
)
· 1
n
· (1− 1
n
)N−1 ·
(
N − 1
1
)
· 1
n− 1 · (1−
1
n− 1)
N−2.
n=5
n=15
n=80
Figure 3.3: Probability of |A| = |B| = 1 with diﬀerent n and N .
Obviously, when n = N , p(n,N) is equal to pN as given in equation (3.1).
Figure 3.3 shows the value of p(n,N) (y-axis) with n = 5, 15, 80 and N ∈
{2, .., 100}. For ﬁxed N , p(n,N) has its maximal value if N = n, and for
N = n = 2, p(n,N) has the maximal value 1
2
(not shown in ﬁgure). This
means that if we do not know the exact number N of stations in the network,
and use another number n 6= N to form the partition, the probability of
|A| = |B| = 1 can be much smaller than p(n,N), and more election rounds
are needed. In the worst case, if N > 2 and we start leader election by
executing Leader-Election(21),..., then for sure no leader will be elected in
the ﬁrst election round, because p(2, N) = 0.
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
Slot
Partition
A B S-A-B
slot 1 send monitor monitor
slot 2 monitor send monitor
slot 3 send monitor monitor
Table 3.4: Action table
3.4 Energy-efficient Leader Election
This section concerns the energy eﬃciency of the leader election protocol
introduced in Subsection 3.2.1. Each station has three activities that take
energy: transmitting, monitoring, and staying idle. Where transmitting and
monitoring take much more energy than idle. From the point of view of en-
ergy consumption, the protocol introduced above is not really energy eﬃcient,
in the sense that superﬂuous monitoring actions are carried out. Consider
Table 3.4: in all time slots, all stations are either monitoring or transmitting.
However, the monitoring action of stations in S-A-B in the ﬁrst and second
slot does not contribute to the election procedure at all. Without these
actions, the probability of successfully electing a leader will not be changed.
3.4.1 Energy improvement
It follows from the above observation that in the election phase, it is not
necessary for stations in S-A-B to monitor the channel all the time. This
suggests to modify the protocol by letting the stations in S-A-B idle during
the ﬁrst two slots and only monitor once in the third slot to eventually receive
the information from A. This neither aﬀects the correctness of the protocol
nor changes the probability of successful election in each round.
To model and compare the energy consumption of the original and the
modiﬁed one, we assume a send action consumes J units of energy, a monitor
action consumes α1J , an idle slot consumes α2J and the switching on and oﬀ
of transceiver costs α3J energy units. Usually, especially for sensor networks,
the factor α1 ranges from 1.0 − 1.5 and factor α2 is a thousand fold smaller
than 1 [SHC+04, MV04, Sem02].
In the sequel, if not stated otherwise, we are always considering leader
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
Slot
Partition
A B S-A-B
slot 1 J α1J α1J
slot 2 α1J J α1J
slot 3 J α1J α1J
Table 3.5: Energy consumption table of the original protocol
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
Slot
Partition
A B S-A-B
slot 1 J α1J α2J + α3J(switch oﬀ)
slot 2 α1J J α2J + α3J(switch on)
slot 3 J α1J α1J
Table 3.6: Energy consumption table of the modiﬁed protocol
election in networks with known size N . We ﬁrst analyze the average energy
consumption in the original protocol [BIN06]. The energy consumption of
each station in each slot is given in Table 3.5. Let Xi,j be the random variable
denoting the energy consumption of station i in round j. Obviously, E[Xi,j]
is equal to E[Xk,l] for k 6= i or l 6= j and it holds:
E[Xi,j] = [
1
N
(2J + α1J) +
1
N
(J + 2α2J) +
N − 2
N
3α1J ]
= J [
2
N
+
1
N
α1 +
1
N
+
2
N
α1 + (3− 6
N
)α1]
= J [
3
N
+ (3− 3
N
)α1]
and lim
N→∞
E[Xi,j] = 3α1J .
Now consider the energy consumption of the modiﬁed protocol with idle
periods (see Table 3.6). For this protocol, the expected energy consumption
E ′[Xi,j ] of station i in round j is:
E ′[Xi,j] = [
1
N
(2J + α1J + J + 2α2J) +
N − 2
N
(2α2J + 2α3J + α1J)]
= J [(
3
N
+
3
N
α1) + J
N − 2
N
(α1 + 2α2 + 2α3)]
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and lim
N→∞
E ′[Xi,j] = (α1 + 2α2 + 2α3)J .
To get an improvement towards energy eﬃciency, i.e.,
lim
N→∞
E ′[Xi,j ] < lim
N→∞
E[Xi,j]
it should hold:
α2 + α3 < α1
which is usually the case [SHC+04, MV04, Sem02].
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the energy consumption between the original
protocol and the modiﬁed protocol
As mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1, PRISM models can be augmented with
information about rewards (or costs). The tool can analyze properties which
relate to the expected values of the accumulated rewards. Assume J = 10
energy units. Figure 3.4 shows the expected energy consumption (y-axis) at
each election round (x-axis), with network size N = 12. The curve labeled
with “original” indicate the result of the original protocol and curves labeled
with “improved” presents the modiﬁed protocol with α1 = 1, α2 = α3 = 0,
which are quite ideal factors, but still, the energy diﬀerence is huge and
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the factor α2, α3 in real applications is small enough to conﬁrm that our
modiﬁcation is substantially more energy eﬃcient than the original one. In
general, if consider α1 = 1, α2 = α3 = 0, it holds that lim
N→∞
E′[Xi,j ]
E[Xi,j ]
= 1
3
,
which means that the modiﬁed protocol on average consumes only one third
energy as the original one.
3.4.2 Elect leader with higher energy
Besides introducing idling for stations in S-A-B in the protocol (instead of
monitoring as in the original protocol), it also makes sense if the algorithm
tries to elect a leader with a maximal amount of energy, since the role of
leader is usually expected to perform some special tasks which consume extra
energy. Furthermore, this tactic also balances the remaining energy storage of
stations and hence prolongs the network lifetime. In the following, we modify
the original protocol by partitioning the stations according to diﬀerent energy
levels and let stations in higher energy level have a higher chance to be elected
as leader.
Let M be the maximal possible energy storage available in the current
network and assume there are b energy levels. The lowest energy level is b
and the highest energy level is 1. A station s belongs to energy level l, if
M
b
(b− l) < ie 6 M
b
(b− l + 1),
where ie > 0 is the energy status of station i. The underlying assumptions
of our adapted protocol are:
• Each station has the knowledge ofM . This can be realized by a message
from the initiator (for example, a base station in the wireless area) of
the leader election task.
• Each station knows its energy level and this level will not change during
the election process. This is also possible because each energy level cov-
ers a range of energy status. Even when considering battery recharge
during idle slots [JHBK09], the possibility that stations change their
energy level is low.
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• There are at least two stations in the energy level 1. This assump-
tion is also reasonable, because this is usually the energy level of the
leader from the last leader election call, and a successful leader election
requires at least two stations to participate.
Our modiﬁed protocol Leader-Election-High-Energy(N) is shown in Ta-
ble 3.7:
Leader-Election-High-Energy(N):
Station s calculates and belongs to energy level ls ∈
{1, ..., b} with respect to its current energy status.
for i = 1 to b do
if ls > i
execute Leader-Election(N
b
i)
terminate if a leader is elected
else only wake up in the third slot.
If no leader is elected after b rounds, all stations execute
Leader-Election(N)
Table 3.7: A leader election protocol which elects stations with higher energy
storage with higher probability.
Intuitively speaking, a station will participate in the election if its energy
level is greater than the round number i, otherwise, it plays the role of stations
in S-A-B. Since we do not know how the energy level is actually distributed
in the network, the protocol assumes that the energy level of stations are
uniformly distributed, i.e., in election round i, it supposes that N
b
i stations
take part in the election process. At the beginning, only stations belonging
to higher energy level are allowed to participate in the election procedure,
which increase the probability of being leader for stations with higher energy
storage, because they participate in an election phase more often and the
number used to form partition is smaller.
We model Leader-Election-High-Energy(N) by a Markov decision process
(MDP), which is an extension of DTMC with the ability also representing
nondeterministic behavior. The nondeterminism is necessary to obtain diﬀer-
ent energy level distributions. More precisely, at the beginning of an election,
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b max-rounds min-rounds max-prob. min-prob.
1 6.42 6.42 0.25 0.25
2 7.07 6.21 0.34 0.25
4 8.18 4.08 0.69 0.25
Table 3.8: Model checking result for Leader-Election-High-Energy(N) with
network size N = 8.
each station ﬁrst selects nondeterministically its energy level, then starts ran-
dom partition with given probability. Due to the presence of nondeterminism,
for MDPs, we cannot compute the probability unless the nondeterministic
choice is resolved. Instead, the analysis of MDP models provides minimum
and maximum probability that an event occurs. In our case, we compute
the minimal and maximal expected number of election rounds, as well as the
maximal and minimal probability that stations in the highest energy level to
be elected as leader. These represent the best and worst results respectively,
under diﬀerent energy level distributions.
We model networks with N = 8, b = 4 and N = 9, b = 3, the size
of the state space of these two models are 613, 474, 725 and 819, 009, 820,
respectively. For MDPs, besides the state space explosion problem, a more
deciding parameter for veriﬁcation feasibility is the number of nodes in the
MTBDD (Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram) representation of the
MDP. The more nondeterministic choices there are, the larger the MTBDDs.
For instance, to verify the reachability property, the model with N = 8,
b = 4 has 206, 368 MTBDD nodes whereas the model with N = 9, b = 3 has
141, 921 MTBDD nodes. Hence it takes on average for N = 8, b = 4 more
than 200 seconds to verify this property and for N = 9, b = 3 it takes less
time, even if the model of the latter one has larger state space. For networks
with N > 9 and b > 4, PRISM failed to build a model due to the lack of
memory.
The maximal and minimal number of expected election rounds for N = 8,
b = 1, 2, or 4, as well as the maximal and minimal probability that a leader
from the highest energy level is elected, can be found in Table 3.8. The
columns ”max-rounds”, ”min-rounds” indicates the maximal and minimal
number of expected election rounds to elect a leader, respectively. The two
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right most columns ”max-prob.”, ”min-prob.” indicate the maximal and min-
imal probability that the elected leader is from the highest energy level, re-
spectively.
Obviously, for b = 1 there is only one energy level, the protocol equals to
the original one and the maximal and minimal values are identical. If b 6= 1,
larger b yields a wider diﬀerence between maximum and minimum results.
We consider the worst case with respect to the number of expected election
rounds. The worst case (which corresponds to the result of max-rounds)
occurs when all stations belong to the lowest energy level besides the two
in the assumption. In this case, there are actually only two stations (the
two we assume in the highest energy level) active in the ﬁrst b − 1 election
rounds, whereas the number used to form partition is unequal to 2, which
reduce the probability of |A| = |B| = 1. However, in this scenario, the two
stations in the highest energy level also have highest probability (69%) to be
elected as leader. The best case (which corresponds to the result with min-
rounds) occurs when in each block there are exactly N
b
stations. Then in each
election round i, the number of stations that participate election is equal to
the number used to form partition, hence the probability of |A| = |B| = 1 is
maximal. The reason is, as mentioned before, the protocol assumes that the
energy level is uniformly distributed, thus it has the best performance when
the nondeterministic choice results in a uniform energy distribution.
3.5 Conclusions and Related Work
In this chapter, we have presented the application of probabilistic model
checking to a leader election protocol for radio network and several variants
of this protocol. All veriﬁcation experiments with PRISM were run on a
3.0GHz Pentium 4 processor with 2GB memory. All PRISM models can be
downloaded from:
http://www-i2.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/i2/yue/
By veriﬁcation, it has been shown that if the network size is known in
advance, the protocol has a good scalability, it elects a leader within a short
time even for a large network size. Once only the upper bound of the network
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size is known, more election rounds are required to elect a leader. In the case
with 12 stations, the number of election rounds is doubled. However, the
accuracy of the upper bound does not has strong impact on the election
time. If the channel is unreliable, the protocol could terminate incorrectly.
Furthermore, we modiﬁed the protocol by partitioning the stations into
diﬀerent blocks with respect to their energy level, so that stations with higher
energy have greater probability to be elected. We modeled the modiﬁed
protocol as an MDP and show by veriﬁcation that if the energy status of
stations are uniform distributed, the number of expected election rounds in
the modiﬁed protocol is smaller than in the original one (almost 2.5 rounds
less). And if the energy status of the stations are not uniformly distributed,
the stations in the highest energy level have very high probability to be
elected as leader (69%).
Related work Most of the proposed leader election protocols for radio
networks are focusing on the minimization of election rounds [NO00, LMR06,
JKZ02]. As a consequence of reduced election rounds, energy eﬃciency can
be achieved eventually if there are suﬃcient time slots in which stations
are idle. To our knowledge, the idea presented in this chapter is the ﬁrst
one about model checking leader election protocol from the point of energy
eﬃciency.
Model checking and PRISM has been used in [FP05, FP06] to verify
a simply leader election protocol for anonymous ring network. The HAVi
Leader Election Protocol is modeled and analyzed in [Rom99]. PRISM has
also been used to verify a wide range of diﬀerent wireless protocols, for exam-
ple the CSMA/CD protocol [DFH+05] and a gossip-based protocol [KNP08].
See the PRISM publication repository [webb] for more details and further
examples.
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Chapter 4
Gossiping-MAC (MAC
Protocol I)
This chapter and the next chapter concern two Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocols: the gossiping-MAC (g-MAC) and the distributed slotted
Aloha (dsA). Both of them are developed by the Dutch company CHESS [che]
for gossiping-based wireless sensor networks. And both of them follow the
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) channel access principle. What they
diﬀer is that g-MAC uses a ﬁxed number of active slots, whereas the dsA
protocol changes its number of active slots dynamically. Both protocols are
modeled in the MoDeST language [BDHK06], evaluated using the discrete-
event simulator of the Mo¨bius tool suite [DCC+02].
In this chapter, we focus our analysis on the energy-eﬃciency of g-MAC.
In contrast to most schedule-based TDMA protocols, slot allocation in g-
MAC is decentralized, allowing adaptation to evolve network conﬁgurations.
We investigate the impact of collision-detection mechanisms such as piggy-
packing technique and random listening, on the g-MAC energy eﬃciency.
As a result, we ﬁnd the number of active slots that optimize the trade-oﬀ
between low energy consumption and fast information dissemination.
Organization of this chapter. As before, we also start this chapter
with an overview, introduce the tasks and design issues of MAC protocol
for wireless sensor applications in Section 4.1. We then present the g-MAC
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protocol in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 explains the radio models. Section 4.4
describes our modeling idea. Section 4.5 and 4.6 contains the simulation
setup and the analysis results respectively. Section 4.7 concludes.
4.1 MAC Protocols Overview
In the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model in networking systems,
the MAC layer is a sublayer of the data link layer which acts as an interface
between the logical link control sublayer and the network’s physical layer. A
MAC protocol provides channel access control, i.e., when to send and receive
packets among diﬀerent nodes in a network. Thus, one of the main functions
of the MAC protocol is to avoid collisions from interfering nodes [YMG09].
In the context of WSN, due to the extreme limited energy resource, MAC
protocols have to compensate between energy eﬃcient communications and
system quality and reliability. Major source of energy waste in WSN are
basically of the following four types [GK09, DEA06].
1. Collision: when two or more nodes attempt to transmit simultaneously
(to the same nodes), their packets collide and the receiver node receives
nothing. All packets that cause the collision have to be discarded and
the need of retransmission of packets that have been corrupted by col-
lision increases the energy consumption.
2. Overhearing: this occurs when a node picks up packets that are des-
tined for other nodes.
3. Control packet overhead: control packets such as Ready-to-Send (RTS),
Clear-to-Send (CTS), and Acknowledgment (ACK) used to control
sending and receiving consume energy too, and less useful data packets
can be transmitted.
4. Idle listening: if a node turns on its radio for incoming messages but
receives no packet, it is wasting energy. Given a node does not know
when there will be a message destined for it, it has to keep its radio
in receive mode all the time, resulting in idle listening. Studies have
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shown that idle listening can consume 50−100% of the energy required
for receiving [SK97].
Although a large variety of MAC protocols exists for diﬀerent WSN ap-
plications, they can be broadly classiﬁed into two categories:
1. Contention based: A carrier sensing scheme is used, before nodes send
the real data packets, they have to ﬁrst win a competition for the per-
mission of using the medium. The winner reserves the shared medium
for itself until a negotiated time elapsed. Typical contention based
protocols are IEEE 802.11, S-MAC [YHE04], T-MAC [vDK03], and
CR-MAC [MY08].
2. Schedule/TDMA based: In schedule based protocols, communication
rights are scheduled in advance. Due to carefully scheduling of send
and receive periods, collisions and idle listening can be reduced or
avoided. Popular schedule based protocols are TRAMA [ROGLA03],
LMAC [CvHH04], D-MAC [LKR07], and slotted ALOHA [HO86].
Compared to contention based protocols, TDMA based protocols have a
natural advantage of energy conservation, because the duty cycle (the time
that a node is in an active period as a fraction of the total time) is reduced and
there is no contention-introduced packet overhead and collisions. However,
TDMA based protocols have strict requirements on time synchronization
between nodes, whereas contention-based protocols relax this requirement
and have better scalability. When the network topology changes, it is not
easy for a TDMA protocol to dynamically change its frame length or time
slot assignment.
g-MAC The Dutch company CHESS [che], a design and development cen-
ter with core competences in hardware and software, developed a wireless sen-
sor network comprising battery-powered mobile sensors that exchange data
via gossiping-based communication. They name the WSN platform imple-
mentation MyriaNed and the sensor nodes MyriaNodes. These MyriaNodes
are equipped with an ATMega64 micro controller and a Nordic nRF24L01
packet radio [Sem02]. CHESS WSNs are, for instance, used in the Dutch
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ﬂower auction market in Aalsmeer where thousands of trolleys carrying ﬂow-
ers are equipped with autonomous routing capabilities.
If the node’s radio is being kept active, a MyriaNode lasts for about 52
hours. To realize an energy-eﬃcient communication mechanism supporting
sensor communication, CHESS developed a TDMA-variant, called gossiping-
MAC [vV08] (g-MAC for short) to control medium access. In TDMA, the
time is divided into frames which are subdivided into slots in which nodes
send, receive, or idle. Whereas in most TDMA protocols a central access
node decides which slot is to be used by which node, in a setting with mobile
nodes, a ﬁxed schedule can no longer be maintained: ever changing neigh-
borhood relations between nodes invalidate deﬁned schedules and cause col-
lisions in communication. Therefore, g-MAC exploits a fully decentralized
slot allocation – each node decides on its own when to send and when not.
In our setting, nodes have to listen to messages sent by all their neighbors
and only idle during the non-active slots. To enable an implementation with
simple and low cost microprocessors, CHESS designed g-MAC as simple as
possible. Therefore, g-MAC does not incorporate techniques such as dy-
namic frame lengths as in EC-TDMA [XW08], cluster head indications as
in energy-aware TDMA-based MAC [AYY02], or organizing neighbor infor-
mation in a spanning tree as in TreeMAC [SHSL09]. In g-MAC, there is no
delivery guarantees on the MAC-level and there is no investment in 2-way
communication with acknowledgment messages.
g-MAC is designed to work with a rather simple radio working in the
2.4 GHz band. Radios like the Nordic nRF24L01 have a range of about
50 meters. Nodes that are in each other’s transmission range are called
one-hop neighbors or direct neighbors. The ”one” in one-hop refers to the
number of links that a message needs to traverse to the destination node.
Those nodes that are not direct neighbors but can inﬂuence signal reception
are two-hop neighbors or indirect neighbors. A node’s signal in single hop
communication goes a long distance and requires a lot of transmission energy,
which is inadequate in the setting of WSNs, motivating multi-hop techniques.
The traditional multi-hop communication pattern ”point-to-point” which is
usually used to propagate messages from a source node to a particular sink
node requests routing management. However, due to hardware failure and
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unpredictability of radio frequency broadcasting, the process of managing
or maintaining a routing table is complex, plus, it consumes extra energy.
Therefore, the CHESS sensors communicate with each other in an epidemic
broadcast-like manner, in case one node fails, the data gathered by this node
is still likely to be remained somewhere else in the network. This forms
the basis of gossiping applications in which nodes periodically exchange data
with their neighbors [KvS07, DSW06], and the name g-MAC originates from
here.
4.2 Introduction of g-MAC
The g-MAC protocol divides time in ﬁxed-length frames. A frame is divided
in an active and idle period (not necessarily of equal length), and both periods
are subdivided into slots of equal length. (cf. Figure 4.1). A slot in the
active or idle period is called an active or idle slot respectively. A node in
the network is synchronized with its direct neighbors at the beginning of a
frame. A node reserves an active slot as send slot (also called TX slot). All
other active slots are receive slots (the RX slots). During the idle period, the
radio is put in idle mode to save energy. In an RX slot, a node listens for
incoming messages from neighboring nodes, in its TX slot it sends a message.
When the active period is over, it switches to idle mode again, and so forth.
Time is divided in fixed length: Frames
Frame subdivided in slots
            Idle slots
TXRX RX
       Active slots 
RX RX RX RX RX
 Frame
Figure 4.1: Basic structure of g-MAC
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In the g-MAC protocol, the active slots are placed in a consecutive se-
quence at the beginning of each frame. Let S be the number of slots within a
frame, and A ≤ S the number of active slots. A is a crucial parameter in the
protocol design, as the active operation phase costs much more energy than
the idle phase. The energy demands of the Nordic nRF24L01 radio used by
MyriaNodes are summarized in Table 4.1. Transmitting takes 11.3mA and re-
ceiving takes 12.3mA, whereas idle mode consumes only 0.90µA. Therefore,
A is usually much smaller than S. In the current sensor node implementation
with the aforementioned processor, S=1129, and A = 8.
When a node is powered on, it randomly chooses an active slot as TX
slot. In each RX slot, it can receive a message of at most one other node.
The well-known hidden node problem describes the scenario when more than
one node sends messages to the same node in the same slot.
Figure 4.2 depicts a situation where nodes X , Y , Z are positioned such
that the middle node Y is within the transmission range (the circles) of both
other nodes, and both X and Z are outside each others range. If X and Z
select the same TX slot, their packets will collide in the intersection of their
ranges. They cannot sense this themselves, and Y will receive no message at
all as it cannot distinguish a collision from the situation where no message
was sent.
The g-MAC protocol provides a piggy-backing technique to detect colli-
sions. With each pay-load message, the sender’s perspective on the current
slot allocation is also transmitted, which we call the piggy-backing informa-
tion. The piggy-backing information is a sequence (b0, b1, ..., bA−1), where
bi ∈ {0, 1} for 0 ≤ i < A. bi = 0 indicates that nothing has been received
in slot i, either because nobody sent something, or due to a collision or mes-
sage loss. bi = 1 indicates that either the sender received something in slot
mode consumption
transmitting 11.3mA
receiving 12.3mA
idle 0.9µA
Table 4.1: Energy consumption of the Nordic nRF24L01 packet radio [Sem02]
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Y
X Z
Send slot of X and Z
Figure 4.2: Hidden node situation
i, or used that slot i as send slot. In the example in Figure 4.2, since Y
cannot receive anything in the second slot, it writes a 0 in its piggy-backing
information at the corresponding position and reports this to X and Z on
its turn to send, in the third slot (cf. Figure 4.3). Based on this information
from Y , nodes X and Z can conclude that there was a collision in their send
slot. The g-MAC protocol then stipulates that X and Z pick randomly a
new send slot among the free active slots, to avoid further collisions. Note
that it is possible that no free slot is available when a node needs one. This
can happen when the nodes are in a very crowded environment and the num-
ber of neighbors exceeds the number of active slots (some of our simulation
conﬁgurations cover this situation). In this case, the node will keep the old
send slot despite the detected collision in that slot.
0 0
YX Z
Send slot of Y
Piggy−backing information
Figure 4.3: Piggy-backing information
Although the piggy-backing technique helps to detect many collisions,
there are still some it cannot ﬁnd. In Figure 4.4, node Y has the same
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send slot as X and Z, i.e., they send and receive at the same time and
will therefore never receive anything from each other in this slot, hence the
collisions between them will not be detected. We call this kind of situation in
which no node can report the collision deadlock . The reason for deadlock slot
allocation is that the piggy-backing technique requires at least one common
neighbor which is not involved in the conﬂict, so that it can report the
collision.
YX Z
Send slot of X, Y, and Z
Figure 4.4: Problematic scenario for piggy-backing technique
To break this kind of situations, the g-MAC protocol provides one more
mechanism called random listening. When a node reaches its send slot, it
can decide with a certain probability to not send, but to listen. This gives
a node a chance to overhear what is going on in its own send slot, and an
opportunity to pick a new send slot, if necessary. This probability in the
implementation of g-MAC is 1
16
.
One of the objectives of this research is to analyze the collision detection
ability of g-MAC, i.e., how eﬃcient is the piggy-backing technique? How far
can the random listening improve the collision detection? To answer these,
we ﬁrst need to deﬁne the radio interference model.
4.3 Radio Models
When considering wireless sensor communication, one of the ﬁrst things that
comes to mind is the notion of transmission range. The transmission range
of a radio transmitter determines a transmission area where all node inside
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that area may receive the signal from the transmitter. We say it is poten-
tially possible because due to interference, the signal transmission can be
interrupted at the receiver. For the modeling of g-MAC, we consider the
following two diﬀerent radio transmission models: the Unit Disk Graph
(UDG) model [CCJ91] and the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
(SINR) model [GK00]. Both of them are popular interference models for
the analysis of wireless sensor networks [Sto05, LP10]. The former one be-
longs to the class of graph-based models and the latter one is categorized
as channel fading model. In this subsection, we give a brief introduction to
these two radio models.
4.3.1 Unit disk graph model
In the real world, the interference range of a node’s radio signal is usually
larger than its eﬀective transmission range [Ane08a]. The magnitude of the
interference range is not necessarily equal in every direction, as depicted in
Figure 4.5 (left). Besides that, the ranges can vary from time to time. In
Figure 4.5 (left), the inner solid line represents the eﬀective transmission
range and the dashed one denotes the interference range. In a UDG model,
the interference range is the same as the transmission range, and the trans-
mission range is given as a radius r (cf. Figure 4.5 (right)). Two nodes are
able to communicate directly if and only if the distance between them is at
most r, where r is the transmission range of these nodes. In the literature,
this model is sometimes referred to as r-UDG, for r > 0 [LL09]. When
using the UDG model, we also assume that all nodes in our network have
the same transmission range, which means the transmission between nodes
is symmetric.
The UDG model has been widely accepted as a basic graph-theoretical
model for sensor networks [Sto05]. On the one hand, it is simple enough
to produce solid theoretical results for crucial networking problems, such
as the cost of routing [KWZ02] or topology control [LTW08]. But on the
other hand, even if all network nodes are homogeneous, this model does
not take the direction of antennas at sender and receiver, the presence of
obstacles, such as buildings, mountains, or weather conditions, which might
obstruct signal propagation, into account. Hence the UDG is a good model
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  r
Unit Disk Graph
            Real world
Figure 4.5: Real world vs. UDG
for wired networks, but entails fundamental problems for wireless networks
with battery powered sensors. Furthermore, such graph-based model assumes
that signal collisions always lead to message loss, which oversimpliﬁes reality
considerably. Although the UDG model is a strong abstraction of the reality,
unfortunately, for the problem we are interested in, such as ﬁnding a collision
free slot assignment for all nodes, is equivalent to the graph coloring problem,
which is NP-hard for unit disk graphs [GSe94].
4.3.2 SINR radio model
While the UDG model describes interference as a binary relation by a set of
interference nodes, it assumes that the signal strength is constant in the entire
node’s transmission range and neglects the important eﬀects such as signal
attenuation. The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) [GK00]
takes not only noise and interferences between radios into account but also
signal attenuation. SINR combined with signal strength fading models has
been widely used by telecommunication engineers and physicists to analyze
the signal reception of antennas [MZCC09, IM05, CVC01].
To explain the main principle of the SINR model, let us consider the
following example. Consider a large lecture hall. If there is a person A talking
at the other end of the room we can understand him, assuming everybody
else is quiet. But if there is another person B talking as well right next to
us, we cannot hear what A is saying anymore. On the other hand, we can
understand B perfectly. Only if we are somewhere in the middle and they
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are at about the same distance to us, we will have problems in distinguishing
them. Now consider the lecture hall to be in use. Person A is the lecturer
and talking through a microphone. Then again person B is a student, sitting
right next to us but whispering to his neighbors on the other side. Now the
situation has changed. We are still able to hear A, even though he is further
away than B.
This example tells us that receiving a message in a wireless context mainly
depends on three parameters: the signal strength at the receiver (Psignal), the
combined interference from other transmitters (Pinterference), and the ambient
noise (Pnoise) at the receiver. The latter two can be viewed as factors that
prevent signal reception. This forms the basis of the SINR radio model:
SINR :=
Psignal
Pinterference + Pnoise
.
A signal can be successfully received if SINR exceeds a given threshold
β. In other words, a signal can only be received if its relative signal strength
is signiﬁcantly higher than the strength of all other signals combined:
Psignal > β· (Pinterference + Pnoise).
There are many signal fading models to model Psignal, like Rayleigh fad-
ing [CVC01], Weibull fading [IM05] or Rician fading [MZCC09]. To keep our
model manageable, we adopt the approach in [GK00] and calculate Psignal of
node i perceived at node j by:
Pi(j) :=
pi
d(xi, xj)α
where pi is the output power of i and xi, xj the positions of i and j, re-
spectively. The term d(xi, xj) is the distance between xi and xj , and α the
path loss exponent, which determines the power loss over distance. Depend-
ing on the environment, it is usually assumed that α has a value between 2
and 5 [FKRV09]. In an ideal vacuum, α = 2 and we use this value for our
experiments.
Pinterference(j) at node j is deﬁned as
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Pinterference(j) :=
∑
i
Pi(j)
which is the sum of all signal strengths at the vicinity of j.
Let νj be the background noise Pnoise at node j. Based on SINR, node j
will receive a signal from node k if and only if
Pk(j) > β· (
∑
i
Pi(j) + νj) (4.1)
The value of β is hardware dependent. In our inequation (4.1), it must
be between 0.5 and 1. For values of 1 and higher, the inequality will never
hold because the right-hand side of the inequation is always greater than
the left side. A value of 0.5 and lower is also impossible, it would yield two
diﬀerent nodes satisfying the inequation at the same node and hence let a
node receive two signals correctly at the same time.
Our deﬁnition of SINR slightly deviates from the one given in [GK00],
since we do not need to exclude the highest signal from the sum of all signals.
Also, the signal to noise ratio will not result in a division by zero, if there is no
noise. Nevertheless, both deﬁnitions are equal, since they can be transformed
in each other, albeit resulting in a diﬀerent β.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate two scenarios in the SINR model. We assume
all nodes have an identical output power p and the background noise ν is the
same everywhere, i.e., for arbitrary node i, pi = p and νi = ν. The actual
values used here are not important, but with p = 10 and ν = 2 this situation
is similar to many scenarios that will be simulated later.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the signal strength of a single node i sending at
position 0 with or without noise. Assume we have a node at the point
0 sending a message (for simpliﬁcation we only consider nodes on a one-
dimensional line). In the plot we see the strength of its signal compared to
the sum of this signal and the background noise, respectively β = 0.7 times
this. According to inequation (4.1), the signal is received if it exceeds β times
the sum of all signals, which corresponds to the region left of the intersection
of the two curves (left side of position a). Note that while the background
noise is negligible near the sending node, it starts to gain importance at some
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Figure 4.6: Signal from one node at 0 and the background noise over distance
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Figure 4.7: Signal strength from two nodes at 0 and 2 and background noise
over distance
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distance, since the signal strength of the node at position 0 drops relatively
fast.
Figure 4.7 shows a situation when a collision occurs. We have the same
situation as before, only now there is a node sending at position 2 as well as at
position 0. This creates three regions. One for each of the nodes, where they
can be received (regions 1 and 3 for node at position 0 and 2 respectively) and
one where a collision occurs (region 2). Note that the background noise has
nearly no importance anymore, as it is comparably small. Also the collision
region in which no signal is received is relatively small.
4.4 Modeling in MoDeST
Our starting point is a formal model of the protocol in the MoDeST lan-
guage [BDHK06], a formalism that supports the modular speciﬁcation of
distributed systems in a mathematically rigorous, though user-friendly, man-
ner. As MoDeST has a formal operational semantics in terms of stochastic
timed automata [AD94, CL], the model obtained from the protocol is un-
ambiguous. Since the number of possible slot assignments at each frame
are of order |slots||nodes|, the situation we want to analyze is too complex
to be solved numerically. Therefore, we resort to simulation. To that end
we use Mo¨bius [DCC+02], a powerful discrete-event simulator, developed at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign as an integrated tool envi-
ronment for the evaluation. Mo¨bius has been widely used for the analysis
of performability and dependability models [GRDBMBP05]. The conjunc-
tion between MoDeST and Mo¨bius is realized by MOTOR (MoDeST Tool
Environment) [BCD+03], a tool that is integrated into the Mo¨bius frame-
work and aims to facilitate the transformation, analysis, and validation of
MoDeST models.
Although our analysis technique is simulation, we deliberately take a dras-
tically diﬀerent approach from using standard simulation packages such as
NS-3, Opnet, OMNet or GloMoSim, to mention a few. The formality of the
modeling language allows not only the integration with other formal analysis
tools (such as model checkers), but, more importantly, yields semantically
sound simulation runs. Together with the fact that we do not model entire
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protocol stacks but rather abstract from lower layer eﬀects, this avoids many
of the credibility problems of standard simulations [CSS02, AY06]. This ap-
proach has, amongst others, been applied to analyze the energy consumption
of Zigbee and IEEE 802.15 [GHP07], and the performance of a plug-and-play
communication protocol [BGGK05].
In this section, we describe the key components of the MoDeST model
that we simulate with Mo¨bius. The most important language concepts are al-
ready introduced in Section 2.2.2. For a comprehensive overview of MoDeST
we refer to [BDHK06].
4.4.1 Modeling assumptions
Before introducing our modeling ideas, we ﬁrst explain some modeling as-
sumptions which are necessary to make our model manageable. Per receive
slot, a node can receive at most one message. Collisions occur when more
than one node is sending to the same node at the same time. We assume that
every node has always something to send, and there are no message losses
during propagation. Hence the only reason that a node sent something but
one of its neighbor received nothing from it is due to a collision.
As WSNs have in general less node mobility compared to ad-hoc net-
works [NB02], we assume our networks to be static. Each MyriaNode uses
a 32768Hz crystal to measure time. This speciﬁc type of crystal has a clock
drift rate of 20ppm, implying a typical time deviation of about 12 seconds
every week. This is a serious problem because clock diﬀerences can also
result in a communication failure. g-MAC incorporates a mechanism to syn-
chronize clocks of neighboring nodes. Suﬃcient criteria that ensure the cor-
rectness of this clock-synchronization mechanism have been mathematically
analyzed [HSV12]. As our simulation models satisfy these criteria, we ab-
stract from the clock-synchronization algorithm,and assume that all nodes
in the network are perfectly synchronized with each other.
For UDG model, we assume that all nodes have the equal transmission
range r. And for SINR model, we assume that the output power of each
node is p (i.e., pi = p for every node i), and the background noise νj at each
receiver node j is homogeneous in the network, so that we can simply the
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inequation (4.1) to
Pk(j) > β· (
∑
i
Pi(j) + ν) (4.2)
with ν the background noise of the network and
Pi(j) :=
p
d(xi, xj)α
.
4.4.2 Modeling ideas
The basic actions of a node during an active slot can be summed up as:
• Either send:
– await the end of the guard time (the guard time is used to switch
the transceiver from one mode to another).
– send message by changing variables of other nodes. For example,
add its relative signal strength to others.
– wait for the end of the slot.
• Or receive:
– prepare variables for receive, for example reset the sum of signals
received.
– await the end of the slot.
– check variables to see if a message was received, and if so process
the information if necessary.
We let the processes execute one after the other. This is possible because
all the interactions between nodes happen during the sending, we only need
to take care that the following three conditions are satisﬁed:
1. All actions in each node happen in the order speciﬁed above.
2. There is no sending in a slot before all other nodes are ready for re-
ceiving.
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3. There is no processing of received data in a slot before all others are
ﬁnished with sending their data.
s l o t {= //check i f send s l o t has to change and i f yes do so
i f ( c u r r en tS l o t == 0 ) {
i = 0 ,
whi l e ( i < numNodes ) {
. . .
i += 1 }
} ,
// determine i f s l o t should be used f o r sending or r e c e i v i n g
i =0,
whi l e ( i < numNodes ) {
i f ( cond i t i on to use s l o t f o r sending ) {
canSend [ i ]=1
} else{
canSend [ i ]=0
} , i += 1
} ,
// prepare l o c a l v a r i a b l e s f o r r e c e i v i n g
i = 0 ,
whi l e ( i < numNodes ) {
i f ( canSend [ i ] == 0){
. . .
} , i += 1
} ,
//do the sending
i = 0 ,
whi l e ( i < numNodes ) {
i f ( canSend [ i ] != 0 ) {
. . .
} , i += 1
} ,
// check f o r r e c e i v ed data and proce s s i f nece s sa ry
i = 0 ,
whi l e ( i < numNodes ) {
i f ( canSend [ i ] == 0 ) {
. . .
} , i += 1
} =}
Listing 4.1: Framework of g-MAC
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All other actions for diﬀerent nodes are independent, therefore we can
choose their order freely because it has no impact on our results. The frame-
work of our MoDeST model is presented in Listing 4.1. Each node has a
unique number i between 0 and numNode−1 as node identiﬁer (Id), where
the constant numNodes is the number of nodes in the network. canSend[i]
determines whether a node should send or receive in the current slot.
Now we can ﬁll up the blanks, by adding the g-MAC protocol and the
UDG or SINR model described before. An integer sendSlot[i] denotes the
send slot of node i. Furthermore, a node i maintains its perspective about
the current slot allocation as an array viewSeen[i][maxSlots] of length equal
to maxSlots, the number of active slots. If a message is received by node i,
node i marks viewSeen[i][currentSlot] as occupied.
Communication between nodes is modeled by means of global arrays
sumReceived[numNodes] and maxNode[numNodes] which are accessible by
all nodes. To build the UDG model, if a node is sending, it iterates over all
nodes and if the other node j is in the transmission range, sumReceived[j] will
be incremented by 1. And the Id of the sending node will be stored in maxN-
ode[i]. After all nodes have sent their messages, we can check sumReceived[i].
A message is successfully received by i if and only if sumReceived[i]= 1, and
the sender’s Id should be saved in maxNode[i], since it was the only node
that changing it. If sumReceived[i]> 1, a collision is detected. In this case,
a node will choose a new free sent slot at the beginning of the next frame.
This is done by random selection of a slot and check if it is in use. If it is
the case, the node will check the next slot until it either ﬁnds a free slot or
checked every slot once and there is no free slot available. In the latter case,
the node will keep its old send slot.
The modeling of the SINR model is slightly more complex. Beside the sum
of all signals (sumReceived[numNodes]) and its source (maxNode[numNodes]),
we also need to save the highest singular signal (maxReceived[numNodes]).
If node i sends a message, it iterates through all other nodes, calculating the
value of pi(j) and adding it to sumReceived[j]. The value of pi(j) is then com-
pared with the strength of the current highest signal, maxReceived[j]. If pi(j)
is higher, the value of maxReceived[j] is then updated and the sender’s Id i is
stored in maxNode[j]. To determine if a message has been received we can ﬁ-
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nally check the condition for the SINR model introduced in Subsection 4.3.2.
The inequation (4.2) is now equivalent to maxReceivd[j]>sumReceived[j]· β.
We use the background noise as initial value for sumReceived[numNodes],
therefore ν is already included there.
4.5 Experimental Setup
In order to analyze the g-MAC protocol and compare the two diﬀerent radio
models, we have to set several parameters for the protocol as well as for the
environment. This section discusses which parameters we used and justiﬁes
these choices.
Network model The base model of our experiments is a 15×15 grid net-
work of 225 nodes. Each node has a distance 1 to its respective horizontal and
vertical neighbors (i.e., the distance to the diagonal neighbors is
√
2). The
uniform grid network has the beneﬁt of being clear and easily understandable
from a theoretical standpoint, for example the number of neighbors of each
node can be calculated easily. Table 4.2 shows the number of direct neigh-
bors and indirect neighbors of a node with diﬀerent transmission range r. A
network with large r such as r = 4.1 can be viewed as a densely populated
network whereas with small r, like r = 1.1 or r = 1.5 a sparse network.
transmission range r 1.1 1.5 2.1 4.1
direct neighbors 4 8 12 40
indirect neighbors 12 24 40 144
Table 4.2: Number of direct and indirect neighbors in grid network with
diﬀerent r
Protocol and UDG parameters The number A of active slots is a
crucial parameter in the protocol, and we analyze the behavior of the g-
MAC protocol for various A. Since in the real implementation A=8, we ﬁrst
choose the transmission range r = 1.1, r = 1.5, and r = 2.1, so that each
inner node of the grid has 4, 8, and 12 direct neighbors, respectively. Latter
we also conduct the case with r = 4.1 to see how the protocol behaves in a
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crowded environment. We say a node is randomly listening, if it does not send
but receive messages in its TX slot with some probability. This probability
in the current implementation of the CHESS sensor node is 1
16
. We adopt
this value in our model and use it for all experiments.
SINR parameters Two important parameters in the SINR model are
the output power p of the sending nodes and the background noise ν of the
network. By looking at the radio model’s inequation (4.2):
Pk(j) > β· (
∑
i
Pi(j) + ν) with Pi(j) :=
p
d(xi, xj)α
,
it is not diﬃcult to see that no matter which of these two parameters we
change, it is suﬃcient to vary only one of them: increasing the background
noise by a factor η has the same eﬀect as decreasing the power of all senders
by a factor 1
η
, as has scaling all distances by η2. To keep things simple, we
ﬁx the background noise ν = 0.5 and vary the output power p.
To determine the value of p, we consider which potentially eﬀective trans-
mission distances are reasonable, or in other words, how many neighbors on
average a node should have, so that we can compare it with the transmission
range r in UDG model. The choice of the output power p is derived from
inequation (4.2) considering a single sender.
If the only node sending is k, inequation (4.2) simpliﬁes to
Pk(j) > β· (Pk(j) + ν).
As the strength of the received signal from node k at node j is given by
Pk(j) :=
p
d(xk, xj)α
,
we obtain:
d(xk, xj) <
α
√
pk(1− β)
βν
,
so we obtain for the maximum distance
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d(xk, xj) =
α
√
p(1− β)
βν
(4.3)
This equation is derived from inequation (4.2) when there is no collision
encountered and the only node sending is k. Since there are always some
other nodes adding their own signals, we can only view this as an upper
bound.
Using equation (4.3), for ν = 0.5, α = 2 and β = 0.7, we obtain output
powers 1.5, 2.7, 5.2, and 20 which loosely approximates the range 1.1, 1.5,
2.1, and 4.1 considered in UDG model (cf. Paragraph 4.5). Accurate values
for α and β are not relevant, since from the above equation, we can always
manipulate the distances and obtain an equivalent result. In the sequel, we
use ν = 0.5 for all our experiments.
Running time We measure time in frames as a basic unit. This has
the advantage that we will produce comparable results for diﬀerent numbers
of active slots. All simulations last for 500 frames. This has been proven
to be a good choice, because all interesting events happen within this time
interval. Most of the ﬁgures later on will deal with shorter amounts of time,
like the ﬁrst 200 frames, if the simulation shows no important changes after
that. The conﬁdence level of all simulations is set to 0.95 and the relative
conﬁdence interval is 0.1.
Return data For g-MAC with UDG model, our experiments focus on two
major aspects:
1. Collision analysis
We estimate the eﬀectiveness of the collision detection mechanism by
counting both the real number of collisions that occurred in the network
(referred to as Failed Transmissions, FT for short) and the number
of collisions that are detected using the piggy-backing technique (the
number of Detected Collisions, DC for short) in each frame. Note that
although a node can detect collisions, it can neither distinguish with
whom it collided nor how many nodes were involved in the collision.
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Hence, when considering DC, we can only count the number of nodes
that report collisions and not the real number of collisions, i.e., DC
represents actually the number of nodes that detect collisions. The term
FT counts, as the name already indicates, every message transmission
from the sending node to the intended receiving node if the message is
not received.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the values for FT and DC for diﬀerent scenarios.
The number next to each node (small circles) indicates its TX slot.
The right-most ﬁgure represents an extreme case, where the respective
diagonal nodes send and receive at the same time, i.e., while the upper
right hand and the lower left hand nodes are sending, their messages
collide at the upper left hand and lower right hand nodes, and vice
versa. Hence communication between all nodes fails, causing FTs=8,
but no node is able to detect it, i.e., DCs=0.
  
                
:  Detected collision
 :  Failed transmission
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
             
1
2 0
2
0
42
0
8
2
1 2
Figure 4.8: The number of DCs and FTs in four diﬀerent collision situations.
In the MoDeST model, the value of FT and DC are stored in two
variables collisionsReal and collisionsDetected, respectively. On receiv-
ing a message, if a collision is ascertained, collisoinDetected will be
increased by one. Otherwise if no message is received at node i be-
cause sumReceived[i]>1, collisionsReal will be incremented by sumRe-
ceived[i], i.e., all communications attempting to send to i failed.
To examine the eﬀect of the random listening mechanism, we conduct
experiments with and without random listening, and call them grid and
grid+rl respectively. We vary the transmission range r and the number
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A of active slots as follows. In networks with r = 1.1, A ranges from 6
to 12; for at most 8 neighbors, i.e., r = 1.5, A ranges from 8 to 20; for
r = 2.1 and r = 4.1, A ranges from 12 to 32. As 32 is already much
larger than the value 8 in the current CHESS implementation, we did
not conduct simulations with A > 32. Each of the experiments is run
600 times.
2. All-to-all propagation
As the basic purpose of any network is to transfer information, we
focus our analysis on measuring this ability and particularly the cost
for this transfer. The cost parameters of interest in our study are energy
consumption and time. In these experiments, we consider the all-to-all
communication, measure the energy consumed by the whole network to
convey messages from diﬀerent nodes to all other nodes. We equip each
node with a distinct ﬂag. flags[i][j]=1 if and only if node i has received
a message from node j. Initially, every node only has its own ﬂag set.
This is realized by initializing the array flags[numNodes][numNodes]
with flags[i][i]= 1 for all i and flags[i][j]=0 for i 6= j. Every time when
node i receives a message from node k, all ﬂags of node k are set for
node i. In other words, the new ﬂag list owned by i is the disjunction
of the old ﬂag list of i and the ﬂag list of k. In our model, it is realized
by the following line: flags[i][j] = flags[i][j] | flags[maxNode[i]][j], for
all j.
The network considered in this experiment consists of 225 nodes, which
means there are 225×225−225 = 50400 new ﬂags to set. Note that due
to deadlock slot allocation, it is possible that even when the network
reaches a steady state, still not all 50400 ﬂags are received. So the
return data of this experiment is the energy consumption E by the
whole network when m (m ≤ 50400) ﬂags are set. Later, we will see
that the choice of m does have inﬂuence on the consideration of the
notion of successfully ﬁnished propagation.
Nodes need some time to establish and explore its neighborhood once
powered on, and the behavior of the network in the ﬁrst few frames will
be diﬀerent from the one it shows after a long period. Therefore, we will
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not start sending the ﬂags directly. Instead, we wait for 300 frames to
allow everything to settle. Again, the simulations are run for diﬀerent
values of r and A to investigate the inﬂuence of these parameters on
g-MAC’s energy consumption. Each experiment is run 600 times.
For g-MAC with SINR model, it is hard to deﬁne the term of real col-
lisions, because each sending node in SINR is trying to send to all other
nodes. From the receiver point of view, even a faraway node is contributing
to the sum of received signals. Hence for g-MAC with SINR model, we do
not conduct experiment on collision analysis, and focus only on the all-to-all
propagation.
4.6 Evaluations
This section is organized as follows: We ﬁrst present the experimental results
of g-MAC with the UDG model and the SINR model in the ﬁrst and second
part respectively. In the third part, we discuss the impact of the choice
of radio model on the energy eﬃciency results of g-MAC. We denote each
network conﬁguration as a tuple (protocol, radio model), where protocol can
either be grid or grid+rl ; radio model can be UDG or SINR. For instance,
the setting (grid, UDG) investigates g-MAC without random listening in the
UDG model.
4.6.1 g-MAC with UDG model
As mentioned in Section 4.5, for g-MAC with UDG model, we consider two
types of experiments: collision analysis and all-to-all propagation. For both
experiments, we ﬁrst show the results of grid, then grid+rl, the grid network
without and with random listening respectively.
Collision analysis One reason why we choose the UDG model as our ﬁrst
radio model to study g-MAC is that it provides a clear view on the neigh-
borhood deployment, so that one can determine the number of neighbors
easily. This is very helpful when considering collision analysis, for example,
the theoretical minimum number of active slots that is necessary to obtain
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Figure 4.9: An exemplary collision free slot assignment for r = 1.1
a collision free slot assignment is equal to the number of neighbors plus one,
as depicted in Figure 4.9. Each circle in Figure 4.9 denotes a node and the
number inside the circle is the send slot of that node. For r = 1.1, each node
has 4 neighbors and A = 5 active slots are suﬃcient to build a collision free
network.
However, this is just a theoretical bound for A. Our simulation results
show that a much larger number than the number of neighbors is needed to
maintain a collision free network. Figure 4.10 and 4.11 presents the collision
analysis result of (grid, UDG), when r = 1.1. Each line in Figure 4.10
and 4.11 states the evolution of detected collisions and failed transmissions
(y-axis) for the current frame (x-axis), with diﬀerent A (number of active
slots), respectively. These two graphs show that with increasing number of
active slots, both detected collisions and failed transmissions reduce.
Consider Figure 4.10, it seems that if A is large enough (for example
A = 12), the network can manage to reach a collision-free state, no node
reports collisions anymore (i.e., DC= 0). However, even in this case there
can still be failed transmissions, as we can observe in Figure 4.11. Apart
from the fact that some collisions can never be detected, it is generally the
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Figure 4.10: Number of DCs per frame in (grid, UDG) with r = 1.1
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Figure 4.11: Number of FTs per frame in (grid, UDG) with r = 1.1
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case that A needs to be large – in comparison to the number of neighbors –
before DC tends to go to 0. Our simulations have shown that, in the case
of 4 direct neighbors, this is the case from 11 active slots upwards. In the
case of 8 and 12 direct neighbors, this is the case from 21 and 30 active
slots upwards, respectively. In the last case of 40 direct neighbors, within
the scope of our experiment (A ≤ 32), no collision-free state is able to be
reached.
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Figure 4.12: DC/FT per frame in (grid, UDG) with r = 1.1
Figure 4.12 shows the fraction DC
FT
versus the number of frames for diﬀer-
ent values of A. A larger fraction means that a larger percentage of collisions
is detected by the g-MAC piggy-backing method. With respect to A, the
graph can be divided into two parts: on the one hand, for relative small A,
with increasing A, a larger fraction of collisions is detected; on the other
hand, for relative large A, on arriving an almost collision free state, the ratio
drops dramatically to zero, because in this situation, there are only very few
detected collisions in the network. This result pattern is conﬁrmed by the
network with r = 1.5 and r = 2.1.
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Figure 4.13: DC/FT per frame in (grid+rl, UDG) with r = 1.1
Figure 4.13 depicts the results of the same experiment run on (grid+rl,
UDG) with r = 1.1 and random listening probability 1
16
. The comparison
with Figure 4.12 reveals that in grid+rl, even with A=12, the fraction DC
FT
does not go to 0 anymore. Furthermore, grid+rl can detect a signiﬁcantly
larger percentage of collisions than grid. This percentage increases for larger
A. Our explanation is that in grid+rl nodes are more often receiving than in
grid, and thus more collisions are detected. Indeed, for A=8, DC in grid+rl
is signiﬁcantly higher than for grid (cf. Figure 4.14).
Figure 4.14 also shows that FT increases compared to grid. This is un-
expected. We believe the reason for this phenomenon is that, when A is at
least the number of neighbors, then random listening nodes can turn a good
slot allocation into a bad one. Consider Figure 4.15 (left), with 11 nodes (the
numbers indicating their TX slots) and only two neighboring nodes in conﬂict
(in slot 2). Let A=5, when the boxed node decides to receive in slot 2, it will
detect a collision, and (randomly) chooses a free send slot, which is slot 3 (all
others are in use). As the right ﬁgure shows, the boxed node is suddenly in
conﬂict with four nodes (two-hop neighbors) rather than one, causing eight
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failed transmissions. The new slot allocation is worse than before. Of course,
the case illustrated in Figure 4.15 is quite extreme. In general, when A is
larger than the number of direct neighbors it will probably collide only with
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Figure 4.15: A situation in which a changing of slot allocation by a random
listening node increases the number of FTs
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relatively fewer two-hop neighbors.
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Figure 4.16: DC/FT per frame in (grid, UDG) with r = 4.1
The plots in Figure 4.14 present results for small r. For large r such
as r = 4.1, the piggy-backing technique gets exhausted, due to the large
number of neighbors, even with A = 32, only about 12% of collisions are
detected (cf. Figure 4.16). The same situation occurs also for grid+rl. The
reason is that if two nodes simultaneously send within range of a third node,
this is counted as one detected collision and two failed transmissions. If
three or more nodes try to do the same, this is still counted as one detected
collision, but three or more failed transmissions. Hence for a ﬁxed A, when
the neighborhood increases, not only DC increases, but also FT increases
substantially, as depicted in Figure 4.17. Figure 4.17 compares the results
of r = 2.1 and r = 4.1 in (grid, UDG) with ﬁxed A = 20. The number of
DCs in the case of r = 4.1 is doubled for r = 2.1, but at the meanwhile, the
number of FTs for r = 4.1 is more than 30 times than for r = 2.1.
This observation reveals the limitation of piggy-backing technique and
the scalability problem of g-MAC in dense network areas: For a ﬁxed A
which is usually very small in order to save energy, g-MAC works well in
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of DCs and FTs in (grid, UDG) between small and
large r
sparse areas and can help the network to ﬁnd a collision free slot allocation.
However, in dense areas, even with random listening, it is incapable to handle
large amount of failed transmissions. This weakness is also mentioned in
[Kam10], which compared the g-MAC against a simple random slot protocol
with respect to the number of received messages per frame. Evaluation results
in [Kam10] show that in cases with higher range (or fewer slots), the amount
of received messages for g-MAC is even lower than for random slots.
All-to-all propagation The second type of simulation is concerned with
the energy eﬃciency of message propagation. By latency we mean the av-
erage time required to deliver all ﬂags to all other nodes. Again, we ﬁrst
consider the static grid network. Figure 4.18 shows the experimental results
for transmission range r=1.1, and A ranging from 6 to 12. The circle-lines
show the energy consumption (right y-axis) versus the number of frames,
and the curved lines (left y-axis) show the ratio of received ﬂags versus the
number of frames.
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Figure 4.18: All-to-all propagation in (grid, UDG) with r = 1.1
The results conﬁrm that for ﬁxed As, there is a linear dependency between
the energy consumption and the number of frames, which is characteristic
for TDMA protocols. The slope depends on A; the larger A, the steeper
the energy curves. For the message dissemination, it can be observed that
after a short warm-up phase, the fraction of received ﬂags drastically grows,
after which this slowly progresses to one. For increasing A, the percentage
of received ﬂags converges more quickly to one, i.e., message dissemination
is faster. However, there exists a boundary for the propagation speed, as
we can see in Figure 4.18, from A = 8 upwards, the solid curves are very
close to each other, which reﬂects the fact that no signiﬁcant improvement
of message propagation speed happens for A > 8. In other words, larger A
consumes more energy but does not result on lower latency. There must exist
an optimal value of A that balances the energy consumption and message
dissemination speed.
In order to get insight into the trade-oﬀ between message dissemination
and energy consumption, Figure 4.19 depicts an energy-percentage diagram
of (grid, UDG), which shows the ratio of received ﬂags versus the total energy
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Figure 4.19: Energy comparison in (grid, UDG) with r = 1.1
needed to ﬁnish the propagation of all 50400 ﬂags. Note that the plot focuses
on the 0.95−1.0 interval (on the y-axis). Otherwise the curves would be too
hard to distinguish. In Figure 4.19, the curve more to the left, the less the
energy consumes to ﬁnish the same percentage of ﬂags. One clearly sees that
A=12 is not economical, even though in this setting the network tends to be
collision-free, but it also requires twice as much energy as for A = 6 without
oﬀering a double propagation speed. In the considered scenario, a network
with 6 active slots has advantage at the beginning, but failed to propagate
all 50400 ﬂags at the end. This is the consequence of some unable to solved
deadlock slot allocation (cf. Section 4.2) in networks with small A, so that
at some areas, nodes are never able to transmit their information to outside.
Comparing the results with A = 8 and A = 10, A = 8 beats A = 10 if we
say the propagation task is ﬁnished if 99.9% of the ﬂags are set. But A = 10
overcomes A = 8 if we increase the percentage to 99.95%. This means,
when considering which parameter is better than the others with respect to
energy eﬃciency, we need to deﬁne the term of successful propagation. In the
following, we consider the all to all propagation task is ﬁnished, if 99.9% of
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transmission range r 1.1 1.5 2.1 4.1
optimal value of A 8 13 18 24
energy consumption E 235 210 191 925
number of frames t 13 8 5 17
Table 4.3: The most energy eﬃcient results of (grid, UDG)
the new 50400 ﬂags are set. We say a parameter of A is more energy eﬃcient
than the others, if with this A, the network consumes the least amount of
energy when the propagation task is ﬁnished. Hence in the above case with
transmission range r = 1.1, the most energy eﬃcient value of A is 8.
We performed the same experiment for diﬀerent transmission ranges r.
All of them exhibit a pattern similar to Figure 4.19. The optimal values of A,
the energy consumption E, and the time taken (i.e., the number of frames),
when the propagation is ﬁnished with corresponding r, are summarized in
Table 4.3. Table 4.3 shows two eﬀects of increasing of r.
• First, among diﬀerent r, the network with r = 2.1 consumes the fewest
energy and has the lowest latency. Probably because this value de-
termines an appropriate number of neighbors which although does not
produce the minimum number of collisions, still facilitates the propa-
gation. For r = 1.1 or r = 4.1, the network is either too sparse or too
dense, so that more energy is needed for the communication.
• Second, an increase of r results in an increase of the optimal value of
A. This is reasonable, because the larger the number of neighbors, the
more active slots are necessary to have eﬀective communication. What
somehow unexpected is the number of A for r = 4.1 in Table 4.3. We
expect in this case a larger value than 24, however, with A greater
than 24, the network starts consuming not only more energy but also
needs more time to ﬁnish the propagation task, and with A equal to
34, the ratio of received ﬂags can not even converge to 1, as shown in
Figure 4.20. We believe the reason is the following: for ﬁxed A, with
small r (let’s say case 1), the collision probability is very low, and there
is almost no deadlock situation in the network, hence the propagation
task can always be ﬁnished after a certain time. If r is very large
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(case 2), the probability of conﬂict is very high, and there are some
deadlock situations, but at the meanwhile, each node can also cover a
large transmission area and hence transfer its message (which contains
received ﬂags) to a faraway node if there is no collision. Furthermore,
due to the large number of neighbors, the route how a node obtain
the message from another node is also much ﬂexible, so that there are
many possibilities for a node involved in a local deadlock to relay its
ﬂag via some intermediate nodes, even if this is not the shortest path.
Hence the propagation task can still be ﬁnished, but takes longer time.
In the case with r of middle range (case 3), there are deadlocks in the
slot allocation. Compared to case 2, the transmission area is smaller
and the chance of obtaining ﬂags through intermediate nodes is lower.
As a consequence, some nodes can never transfer their ﬂags to some
nodes, and the propagation task will never ﬁnish. The non-converging
line with A = 34 in Figure 4.20 shows the case 3.
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Figure 4.20: Energy comparison in (grid, UDG) with r = 4.1
The above explanation for unﬁnished propagation is our assumption
and has never been proved mathematically. But our simulation results
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with ﬁxed A = 30 and diﬀerent r (range from 2.6 to 4.6) experimentally
conﬁrmed our assumption. In Figure 4.21, the blue curve correspond
to 2.6 is of the ﬁrst case, r = 4.6 is of the second case, they grow with
diﬀerent speed but can all converge to 1 at the end. The curve for
r = 3.6 is of the third case, and does not converge to 1.
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Figure 4.21: Energy comparison in (grid, UDG) with ﬁxed A = 30 and
diﬀerent r
The situation is totally diﬀerent when the random listening mechanism is
engaged. Figure 4.22 shows that in (grid+rl, UDG), also in case r = 4.1 and
A = 34, the network can ﬁnish the all-to-all propagation. This is not diﬃcult
to understand, due to random listening, a deadlock scenario in grid+rl will
be broken eventually, and every node has the chance to transfer its message
to others. This indicates the necessity of random listening in g-MAC under
the consideration of the UDG model.
Table 4.4 summarizes the results of the all-to-all propagation for (grid+rl,
UDG) with diﬀerent r. Compared to the results of grid in Table 4.3, we can
see that in three of the four settings (r = 1.1, r = 1.5, and r = 2.1) the
optimal A value in grid+rl is a little bit smaller than that of grid, because
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Figure 4.22: Energy comparison in (grid+rl, UDG) with r = 4.1
transmission range r 1.1 1.5 2.1 4.1
optimal value of A 6 12 16 24
energy consumption E 182 227 236 892
number of frames t 12 8 6 16
Table 4.4: The most energy eﬃcient results of (grid+rl, UDG)
some send slots in grid+rl are used as receive slot, so that it as the same
eﬀect as in grid with one or two active slots less. Furthermore, the energy
consumption for r = 1.1 and r = 4.1 in grid+rl is less than in grid. Which
means the random listening mechanism can reduce energy consumption in
both sparse and dense areas. However, if the nodes are distributed neither
dense nor sparse, grid+rl consumes even more energy than grid. To take
a closer look how the curves of energy consumption in these two settings
develop, we plot the most energy eﬃcient results of (grid, UDG) and (grid+rl,
UDG) with the same r = 2.1 in Figure 4.23. As we can see, random listening
is very useful at the beginning of the propagation, when there were many ﬂags
still unset. At that phase, with the same amount of energy, grid+rl carries
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of energy consumption between (grid, UDG) and
(grid+rl, UDG) with the same transmission r = 2.1
out more ﬂag propagation tasks than grid because the former receives more
often than the latter. However, when there are only few ﬂags left to set,
random listening becomes superﬂuous: it does not make progress to ﬁnish
the task if the same ﬂags are received again, and receiving consumes more
energy than sending.
4.6.2 g-MAC with SINR model
In this subsection we present the simulation results of g-MAC with the SINR
model. Most of the plots and tables have similar style as before. The struc-
ture of this part also closely resembles that of the last subsection. We start
again with the static grid, then go on to grid+rl. Only this time we do not
consider collision experiment, and focus on the energy consumption analysis.
In UDG model, we vary r to obtain diﬀerent sizes of transmission area. In
the SINR model, this parameter is the output power p. We use p = 1.5, 2.7,
5.2, and 20 as discussed in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.24: Energy comparison in (grid, SINR) with power p = 1.5
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Figure 4.25: All-to-all propagation in (grid, SINR) and power p = 2.7
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Figure 4.24 presents the results of (grid, SINR) with small power p = 1.5,
and A ranges from 35 to 50. With increasing A, the curves converge to 1
faster. Still, even with A = 50, a very large amount of energy is needed for
the propagation. Since A is set to 8 in the current implementation, which is
already much smaller than 50, we did not conduct experiment with A greater
than 50 even if there may exist some further reduction of energy consumption
for A > 50. Within the scope of our simulation setting, for p = 1.5, we did
not ﬁnd an optimal A that yields minimal energy consumption.
We see in Figure 4.25 the results of grid with p = 2.7 and diﬀerent
A. Again, with increasing A, the network takes fewer time to ﬁnish the
propagation. However from the point of view of energy savings, a large value
of A is not a good choice. The optimal value for A in this case turns out to
be 45 as shown in Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.26: Energy comparison in (grid, SINR) with power p = 2.7
The results of experiments with p = 5.2 and p = 20 are similar to that
of p = 2.7, for both we ﬁnd an optimal value of A so that the network
consumes minimal energy when the all-to-all propagation ﬁnishes. Table 4.5
summarizes the results of the SINR model for grid with diﬀerent power p.
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output power p 1.5 2.7 5.2 20
optimal value of A 50 45 40 35
energy consumption E 4100 1400 975 860
number of frames t 34 12 10 10
Table 4.5: The most energy eﬃcient results of (grid, SINR)
output power p 1.5 2.7 5.2 20
optimal value of A 50 45 40 35
energy consumption E 4400 1450 1030 890
number of frames t 34 12 10 10
Table 4.6: The most energy eﬃcient results of (grid+rl, SINR)
It is not diﬃcult to see that with the SINR model, when p increases, the
optimal number of active slots A, the total energy consumption E, and the
time taken to ﬁnish the propagation t, all of the three values decrease. This
suggests to use large power when SINR model is considered.
The simulation results of grid+rl almost repeat that of grid. Hence we do
not plot any of them and just summarize the results in Table 4.6. Compared
to grid, the only diﬀerence is that grid+rl consumes in all of the four power
settings slightly more energy, because the random receive consumes more
energy than send. In other words, grid+rl does not improve energy eﬃciency
under the SINR radio model.
4.6.3 UDG vs. SINR
As the reader may already notice, the two diﬀerent radio models (UDG and
SINR) result in quite diﬀerent protocol behaviors. In this subsection we
discuss their similarities and major diﬀerences.
Similarities For both UDG and SINR models, once the transmission
range r or the output power p is ﬁxed, there exists an optimal value of the
number of active slots, so that the network consumes minimal energy to ﬁn-
ish the all-to-all propagation. In other words, if we have some pre-knowledge
on the network topology and the average transmission range, we can have a
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good decision on choice of the number of active slots, to make the network
as energy eﬃcient as possible.
Differences The output power p = 1.5, 2.7, 5.2 and 20 used in the exper-
iments with SINR model are not freely invented but chosen with considera-
tion. According to equation (4.3), they correspond to the transmission range
r = 1.1. 1.5, 2.1, and 4.1, respectively. In the UDG model, a network with
r = 1.1 works very well, the optimal A value even equals the value used in
the implementation of CHESS. However, in the SINR model, power p = 1.5
is obviously too weak to establish eﬀective communication. The situation is
exactly reversed in crowded networks, for instance, in the UDG model with
r = 4.1, too many interferences hinder communication enormously, whereas
in the SINR model, the network has the most energy eﬃcient result when
p = 20.
The optimal values of A in UDG model range from 8 to 24 and the energy
consumption is roughly between 200 and 1000. These values in SINR model
are much larger. In SINR, even in the best case (i.e., p = 20), at least 35
active slots and about 900 energy unit are needed.
Considering the UDG model, random listening is very relevant because
it can break deadlock situation which can not be detected by piggy-packing
technique. In SINR model however, g-MAC with or without random listening
have almost the same behavior.
4.7 Conclusions
This chapter reports on the simulative analysis of the formal model of the
g-MAC protocol, under consideration of two diﬀerent radio models: UDG
and SINR. The analysis reveals that in UDG model, randomly deciding to
refrain from using send slots signiﬁcantly increases the eﬀectiveness of g-
MAC’s collision detection mechanism, and in some scenarios reduces energy
consumption by 5 − 10%, even if every now and then a good slot allocation
is worsened. We determined the number of active slots that optimize the
trade-oﬀ between latency and energy consumption. In the setting with 4
direct neighbor nodes, our experimental results conﬁrm the optimality of
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CHESS’s current node implementation (i.e., A=8). For other settings with
larger number of neighbors, more active slots are required. This implies the
scalability problem of g-MAC when the number of neighbors increases.
While g-MAC does a reasonable job with the UDG model, it shows ﬂaws
in the SINR model. Not only a large output power but also a large number
of active slots are need to obtain eﬃcient communication, resulting a large
amount of energy consumption. For both radio models, network density do
has inﬂuence on the optimal A value and energy consumption.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Slotted Aloha
(MAC Protocol II)
This chapter studies a distributed version of the g-MAC protocol introduced
in Chapter 4. By our previous analysis, two drawbacks of the original g-
MAC have been revealed. First, the random listening mechanism may turn
a good slot allocation to a bad one, especially in a crowed circumstance
when the number of active slots is at most the number of neighbors. Second,
regarding energy consumption, for the setting with 8 direct neighbors, the
optimal number of active slots is 8. This means, that with an increasing
number of neighbors, the cost of g-MAC to spread messages increases too.
Both results indicated the capacity problem of g-MAC which is also observed
in [Ane08a, Ane08b].
To solve this problem, CHESS proposed the distributed g-MAC proto-
col, which distributes receive slots to consecutive intervals, and solves the
bounded number of active slots problem by dynamic scheduling of those in-
tervals. The distributed g-MAC is an extension of the classical slotted Aloha
protocol and does not use any collision detection technique. We provide a
formal model of this protocol using the MoDeST language, and analyze its
energy consumption under the SINR [GK00] radio model. Simulation results
show that compared to simple slotted Aloha, our distributed slotted Aloha
protocol saves almost 40% energy, at the expense of a slight increase (factor
three) of latency. We subsequently propose an amendment of the distributed
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slotted Aloha protocol by a simple dynamic power assignment scheme, and
show that this signiﬁcantly reduces the energy consumption (30%) while
speeding up the message propagation (36%).
Organization of this chapter. Section 5.1 gives a brief motivation.
Section 5.2 introduces the distributed slotted Aloha protocol investigated in
this chapter. Section 5.3 describes our modeling approach and some modeling
details. Section 5.4 and 5.5 contain the experimental setup and the evaluation
results respectively. Section 5.7 concludes and discusses related work.
5.1 Motivation
We consider the setting of gossiping-based wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
in which battery-powered mobile sensors interact via a wireless communi-
cation network. The sensors are extremely simple, cheap to produce, and
have limited data and processing capacities. The system lifetime is mainly
determined by the battery lifetime, as recharging is typically not possible.
A new emerging way is to recharge nodes with solar energy, scavenging en-
ergy while operating [CVS+07]. Although this does recharge the battery,
recharging battery is a slower process than draining a battery by operations.
To support the reliable communication between mobile sensors, a medium
access control protocol (MAC) is needed. The rudimentary processing capac-
ity of a sensor requires such protocol to be extremely simple and to impose
only modest memory usage. In order to extend the lifetime of a sensor, the
protocol must be energy-eﬃcient – it should attempt to idle once in a while,
not only to save power, but also in order to proﬁt from the so-called re-
covery eﬀect [JMB+10]. To meet all these requirements, the Dutch company
CHESS, experts on developing gossiping WSNs for various applications (such
as transport & warehousing, real-time localization, and lighting systems), has
developed a variant of slotted Aloha [HO86, Rob75], called distributed slotted
Aloha. It is an adapted version of the g-MAC protocol introduced in Chap-
ter 4. In the previous study in Chapter 4, several drawbacks of the original
g-MAC have been observed.
• First, when the number of active slots is at most the number of neigh-
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bors, the random listening mechanism may turn a good slot allocation
into a bad one, which is obviously something we do not want to happen.
• Second, due to the ﬁxed number of active slots pre-conﬁgured in the
protocol, g-MAC works well only for a few limited setting of scenarios
and suﬀers from the capacity problem.
To eliminate these problems in the g-MAC protocol, a new MAC protocol
called distributed slotted Aloha is proposed. In contrast to the well-known
classical slotted Aloha protocol [Rob75], a node in distributed slotted Aloha
has a dynamic number of active slots. Each node keeps track of a list of
neighbor nodes, and adapts the number of its active slots when its neigh-
borhood increases or decreases. On the one hand, this is aimed to maximize
throughput; on the other hand, it aims to adapt the idle period of a frame
in order to reduce energy consumption. The protocol is relatively simple to
realize, and has moderate memory usage. The parameters of the protocol
are tuned to extensive experiments in real networks. The aim of our study is
to provide an abstract and easy-to-grasp formal model of the protocol, and
analyze its energy-preservation capabilities.
In distributed slotted Aloha, each node has a constant output power
during its lifetime, and this is equal for all nodes. As output power is a critical
parameter in practice, we use the SINR radio model as radio propagation
model, which has been introduced in Chapter 4. The SINR model [GK00] is
an intuitive model in which there is a relation between signal strength and
distance, and the receipt of a message depends on the strength of interfering
transmissions. In the SINR model, a node can decode a message only if
the received signal strength divided by the strength of concurrent interfering
senders (plus the noise) exceeds a threshold. This is more realistic than the
UDG (Unit Disk Graph) model [CCJ91].
An important outcome of our analysis study is that the constant and
identical output power of the nodes may result in a huge interference in
densely populated areas, whereas nodes become disconnected in sparse areas.
To overcome these unfavorable situations, we propose an amendment of the
distributed slotted Aloha protocol in which nodes can adapt their output
power dynamically based on the number of neighbors of a node. In sparse
areas, the output power is increased, whereas in dense areas, it is reduced.
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We show that this scheme substantially reduces energy consumption and
improves message propagation. Another interesting phenomenon observed
during the experiments is the inevitable imbalance in the system. If we allow
nodes to decide their output power levels autonomously, the best energy
eﬃcient result follows exactly the Pareto principle [Vil06] (also known as
20 : 80 rule), i.e., 20% of the nodes in the network consume 80% of the
energy.
5.2 Distributed Slotted Aloha
The well-known slotted Aloha protocol [HO86, Rob75] has a ﬁxed number of
slots, and has optimal throughput when the number of neighbors of a node
equals the number of active TDMA slots. The distributed slotted Aloha
(dsA, for short) strategy uses the same principle but has a dynamic behavior
depending on the number of direct neighbors. When the number of neighbors
increases (or decreases), a node will increase (or decrease) its number of active
slots, in order to make the number of neighbors and the number of the current
TDMA slots more or less equal, and hence attempts to achieve the maximum
throughput.
In the dsA protocol, a frame is the basic unit of time (Figure 5.1). A
frame is divided into an active and idle period. Radio communication occurs
in the active period. The idle period, in which a transceiver can be switched
oﬀ, is considered for energy conservation. The active period is subdivided
into slots of equal length, called virtual slots. The virtual slots are merged
into several blocks of an equal number of slots; each block is called a schedule.
A schedule can be either active or inactive. Slots in an inactive schedule are
considered as idle slots. The active schedules are at the beginning of a frame,
virtual slots in active schedules are called active slots. At the start of each
frame, every node randomly chooses a sending slot (the so-called TX-slot)
among all its active slots. The message reception occurs also in active slots,
however, not among all the active slots, but in a certain schedule. We will
explain later how this works.
The dsA algorithm has a ﬁxed number of virtual slots per frame. In
the current implementation at CHESS, this parameter is set to 80, and each
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a virtual slot
Time is divided in fixed length: Frames
 Frame
active period idle period
an active slot
inactive schedule inactive scheduleactive scheduleactive schedule
TX−slot
Figure 5.1: Basic frame structure of distributed slotted Aloha
schedule contains 8 virtual slots, i.e., there are 10 schedules in total. Node
i with Si (1 ≤ Si ≤ 10) active schedules has hence 8 · Si active slots, which
are settled at the beginning of a frame. Per frame, node i will send in one of
the active slots, and receives in one of the Si active schedules.
Assume a node has 3 active schedules (Figure 5.2), i.e., it has 24 active
slots. Since a node can receive only in one active schedule per frame, if it
received in the ﬁrst active schedule at the nth frame, then in the (n+1)th
frame, it receives in the second active schedule, in the (n+2)th frame, in
the third active schedule, and in the (n+3)th frame, it receives again in the
ﬁrst active schedule, and so forth. But no matter in which active schedule it
receives, it randomly chooses a send slot from all the active slots. In general,
a node with Si active schedules needs Si frames to complete a receiving cycle
over all 8∗Si active slots. Active slots that are neither used to receive nor to
send are considered idle. This means per frame at most 9 slots (8 receiving
slots plus one sending slot) are performing the communication tasks while
others are idle. In case the randomly selected send slot overlaps with the
current receive schedule, there are 7 receive slots per frame.
The number of active schedules is dynamic, depending on the number
of neighbors. When the number of neighbors changes, the node will adapt
its number of active schedules. To achieve the dynamic management of its
neighborhood, each node has a unique Id, and maintains a list containing
the Ids of its neighbors. Each message contains the sender’s Id. Let bi be
the number of neighbors of node i. For each node i, on receiving a message,
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Frame n+2
Frame n+1
schedule 3schedule 2
Frame n
TX−slot receive slot
schedule 1
Figure 5.2: DsA example of a nodes with 3 active schedules
if the sender is not yet in the neighborhood list of i, it will be added to the
list and bi will be increased by one. Furthermore:
1. At the end of each frame, node i checks its neighborhood list. Nodes
that have not been seen for 49 frames are removed from the list, and
bi is adapted accordingly.
2. At the end of a receiving cycle, node i updates Si by the following rules:
• if (8 · Si < 2 · bi) and Si < 10, then Si+=1;
• if (8 · Si > 2 · bi) and Si > 1, then Si−=1.
Intuitively speaking, if the number of active slots (8 · Si) of a node
is not suﬃcient to receive all its neighbors (2 · bi) and the maximal
number Si is not yet reached, increase Si by one, so that eventually
more neighbors can be covered. Otherwise, reduce Si by one. If 8 · Si
is equal to 2 · bi, let Si be unchanged. The factor 2 for bi comes from
the consideration that not all messages from the neighborhood can be
received due to collisions by interference, hence a node assumes that
the actual number of neighbors is approximately two times the number
of nodes in its neighborhood list.
It could happen that nodes are arranged in a densely populated environ-
ment. If a node realizes that it has too many neighbors, even 80 virtual slots
are not suﬃcient to receive from all neighbors, it will stop sending at each
frame, but only transmits every two or three frames so as to avoid conﬂicts.
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The exact frequency depends on the number bi of its neighbors. Node i with
sending frequency fi (fi ≥ 1) sends every fi frames. Like for Si, fi is updated
at the end of each receiving cycle by ⌈fi = bi/40⌉.
The dsA is basically a random access protocol with a dynamic number
of active slots. The idea behind this dynamic scheduling is to keep the real
active phase of a node as short as possible, but obtain the same performance
as if there would be more active slots. Assume a node has 24 neighbors, in
a random medium access protocol with a ﬁxed number of active slots (i.e.,
TX-slot is chosen randomly from all active slots, the receive slots are all
the active slots except the TX-slot), at least 24 receive slots per frame are
necessary so that the node can receive messages from every neighbor. This
costs per frame three times more energy, than if there would be 8 receive slots
per frame, and the messages are received over 3 frames. In other words, the
dsA strategy delays the message transmission with the gain of longer node
energy preservation and hence extends the network life. Later we compare
the dsA strategy against the random access protocol with a ﬁxed number of
active slots (simple slotted Aloha, ssA for short), and show that it is indeed
the case that dsA consumes much less energy (up to 40%) to ﬁnish the all-to-
all message communication, at the cost of a moderately slower propagation
speed (3 times longer).
Although energy conservation in communication can be performed in dif-
ferent layers, energy conservation at the MAC layer is very eﬀective due to
its ability to control the radio directly. The output power of nodes should be
high enough to reach the intended receiver while causing minimal interference
at other nodes. The dsA protocol uses a constant and equal output power
for all nodes. Hence the output power is the most critical parameter of this
protocol. We choose SINR [GK00] as our radio propagation model. It takes
signal attenuation into account and is hence more realistic than the UDG
model [CCJ91]. With this radio model, we ﬁrst estimate the eﬀectiveness
of dsA. Later, we modify the protocol by enabling nodes to regulate their
output powers dynamically. The strategy how a node dynamically manages
its power, and a comparison between constant power vs. dynamic power are
presented in the Section 5.5.
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5.3 Modeling in MoDeST
Like in Chapter 4, we use the modeling language MoDeST and simulation
tool Mo¨bius for dsA. Furthermore, the radio model, the modeling assump-
tions, and the framework of the MoDeST model are also identical with these
for g-MAC, which have been introduced in Chapter 4. Therefore, we omit
repeating their descriptions here. In this section, we only explain the part of
modeling details of the dsA protocol that diﬀers from g-MAC.
It has been shown that for several protocols, the SINR model yields
more realistic behavior comparing to graph-based models [MW06, MWW06],
while still being mathematically manageable. Hence this time, we only con-
sider SINR as our radio model. We ﬁll up the communication framework
in Listing 4.1, by adding the protocol and the SINR model described in
Subsection 4.3.2. For the dsA protocol, we use two arrays numberSched-
ule[numNode] and currentSchedule[numNode] to record the total number of
active schedules and the current receiving schedule of node i. The neigh-
borhood management is also realized by an array, the neighborhood matrix
neighbor[numNode][numNode]. Node j is a neighbor of node i if neighbor[i][j]
> 0. Whenever i receives a message from j, neighbor[i][j] is set to 49. When
neighbor[i][j] > 0 and i did not receive any message from j in the current
frame, reduce neighbor[i][j] by one. numberNeighbors[i], the number of neigh-
bors of node i, counts the occurrence of neighbor[i][j] > 0 for all j.
At the begin of each frame, the send slot of a node i is randomly selected
between 0 and 8·numberSchedule[i], of course with equal probability. At the
end of each frame, every node checks if currentSchedule[i]=numberSchedule[i]-
1, if so update numberSchedule[i] by the current value of numberNeighbors[i],
with respect to the rule described in Section 5.2.
All detailed simulation models can be downloaded from:
http://www-i2.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/i2/yue/
5.4 Experimental Setup
Before presenting our simulation results, we ﬁrst need to explain some impor-
tant parameters used for the experiments, like the spatial position of nodes,
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the setting of variables and the key performance metrics that will be an-
alyzed, such as the total energy consumption to ﬂood all messages to all
nodes.
5.4.1 Node arrangement
We investigate the behavior of the dsA protocol under diﬀerent spatial node
arrangements. Although many metrics are possible, in order to keep the com-
plexity small, we assume that all nodes are located in a two-dimensional plane
with the Euclidean distance. Still, there are many possibilities to arrange the
nodes. To investigate the protocol behaviors under distinct network connec-
tivity conditions, we consider the following three topologies. The name that
was used for the respective node arrangement in the experiments is listed
within square brackets.
• Grid network [grid]
Grid network of size 15×15 with 225 nodes, each node is placed at the
vertex of the grid. It is large enough to create most of the interesting
situations and at the same time small enough to become no burden on
the computation time. Furthermore, it has the beneﬁt of being clear
and easily understandable from a theoretical standpoint, for example
the number of neighbors of each node can be calculated easily. For
instance, in a collision free case, if from a sending node, all nodes
within a distance of 2.1 are able to receive messages, then the sender
(except those at the corner or border) should have exactly 12 one-hop
neighbors.
While the grid can produce interesting results, it is more realistic if we
place nodes on the plane randomly. There are lots of diﬀerent possible ran-
dom distributions which would make sense to analyze but we restrict our-
selves to two of them.
• Gaussian network [gauss]
We generate 225 points inside a 15×15 area around the point (7.5, 7.5),
so that the choice of the coordinates of those points is governed by a
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Gaussian distribution (see Figure 5.3(a)). This kind of node arrange-
ment builds a much more clustered structure comparing to the center-
less grid network.
• Uniform network [uniform]
Beside the scenario that nodes are grouped around a point of interest,
there are many cases in wireless sensor networks where nodes are de-
centralized scattered on a certain area to monitor a wide place. Hence
the second random graph we considered represents a uniform distribu-
tion, i.e., both x and y coordinates of every node are generated by a
uniform distribution from 0 to 15. A typical graph generated by this
setting is shown in Figure 5.3(b).
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Figure 5.3: Random node arrangement
The last two distributions generate two network structures with diﬀerent
characteristics. There are some existing papers using either Gaussian or
uniform governed networks for analysis of network connectivity [WXA08,
RAZ09]. Since the number of neighbors of nodes is an indicator for network
connectivity and an important variable in our protocol, we considered these
three types of nodes arrangements so that we can exam if the protocol may
perform diﬀerent behaviors under diﬀerent network connectivities.
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5.4.2 Simulation parameters and return data
As in Chapter 4, we consider the all-to-all propagation, and measure the
energy consumed by the whole network to convey messages from diﬀerent
nodes to all other nodes. For a more detailed description of the all-to-all
propagation, we refer to Section 4.5. We consider the propagation task to be
successfully ﬁnished if 99.9% of the 50400 new ﬂags are set.
Again, we will not start sending the ﬂags directly, but wait for 300 frames
to allow everything to settle. Since the number of maximal possible active
slots in the dsA protocol is 80, we vary the number of active slots in the
ssA from 16 to 80. When considering the radio parameter in SINR, one
experience gained from last chapter is that small output power, like p =
1.5 may make the network almost disconnected, yielding a huge amount of
energy consumption to propagate ﬂags. Hence this time we believe that
reasonable output power values should be set between 5 to 50, because if we
apply the equation (4.3) in Section 4.5, p = 5.2, 20, and 43 approximate the
transmission ranges r = 2.1, 4.1, and 6.1 in the UDG model, respectively.
Other radio parameters, protocol parameters, or simulation parameters
such as the background noise ν, the energy consumption in sending, receiving,
and idle mode, the length of each experiment (i.e., the number of frames per
experiment), the number of simulation runs, the conﬁdence level, etc., are
all set as in Chapter 4.
5.5 Evaluation
In this section we present the results of our analysis of the two protocols
ssA and dsA, for the diﬀerent topologies grid, Gaussian, and uniform. Fur-
thermore we investigate the inﬂuence of dynamic output power management
in dsA compared to the static power assignment in dsA. We denote these
diﬀerent network conﬁgurations as a triple (network, protocol, power), where
network can either be grid, gauss or uniform; protocol can be dsA or ssA;
and power is either constant or dynamic. For example, the experiment (grid,
dsA, constant) exams the distributed slotted Aloha protocol with constant
output power in a grid network.
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5.5.1 Dynamic vs. static active slot assignment
To compare dsA and ssA, we ﬁrst consider the grid network. We carry out
various simulation experiments for varying the output power p for both (grid,
dsA, constant) and (grid, ssA, constant). Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 present
the results of (grid, ssA, constant) with p = 30 and diﬀerent number of
active slots. The x-axis in Figure 5.4 indicates the number of frames and in
Figure 5.5, the x-axis is labeled with energy units. The y-axis in both ﬁgures
indicates the total percentage of received ﬂags. Hence each point on the curve
interprets either the percentage of received ﬂags for a given number of frames
(Figure 5.4) or with the corresponding energy consumption (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Latency comparison for (grid, ssA, constant)
Figure 5.4 shows that the curves converge faster to one on increasing the
number of active slots. This is due to the fact that a larger number of active
slots enables a node to receive more often at each frame. As a trade-oﬀ,
a larger number of active slots also results in higher energy consumption
for a given time. Consequently, as shown in Figure 5.5, when the message
propagation ﬁnishes, the most energy eﬃcient result is with 48 active slots per
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Figure 5.5: Energy consumption comparison for (grid, ssA, constant)
frame (blue curve), which best balances the trade-oﬀ between propagation
speed and energy consumption, and not the experiment with 80 (black curve),
the largest number of active slots.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 present the results for (grid, dsA, constant) with
diﬀerent output powers. Unlike ssA, an output power yielding faster propa-
gation consumes in dsA less energy. The reason is that dsA limits each node
to be active exactly 8 or 9 times per frame and hence the energy consump-
tion in dsA is almost equal per frame, independently of the output power p.
However, the messages propagated per frame is individual and depending on
the output power p. A conﬁguration that propagates more messages in one
frame hence works faster and at the end consumes less energy when ﬁnishing
its task. In our experiment, when p = 30, the all-to-all propagation ﬁnishes
the soonest and consumes minimal energy.
A comparison of (grid, dsA, constant) and (grid, ssA, constant) with the
same p is shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.9. For both networks, we plot the most
energy eﬃcient result. As we can see in Figure 5.8, the energy consumption
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Figure 5.9: Latency comparison between dsA and ssA in grid network
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until all nodes in the network receive all the ﬂags in (grid, dsA, constant)
is much less than (grid, ssA, constant). (grid, dsA, constant) consumes on
average 340 energy units, whereas the best result (the one with 48 active
slots) in (grid, ssA, constant) consumes 580 energy units. This means a
41.38% of energy saving with dsA. Thus, dsA saves energy, but as a penalty,
throughput is slower. This eﬀect is illustrated in Figure 5.9. The fraction
of ﬂags distributed through the network vs. the time it took to propagate:
with dsA, 14 frames, with ssA, just 6.
The same experiment is repeated with other output powers and the results
are similar: dsA propagates fewer messages than ssA but has a more energy
eﬃcient transmission behavior. Table 5.1 summarizes our results where the
number of frames used to ﬁnish the propagation is written in brackets. On
average, dsA saves about 40% of energy, at the expense of propagating three
times slower.
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
``
protocol
output power p
20 30 40
ssA 700 (5) 580 (6) 615 (5)
dsA 425 (17) 340 (14) 400 (17)
energy saving (delay) 38.85% (3.4) 41.38% (2.3) 34.42% (3.4)
Table 5.1: Summary of (grid, ssA, constant) vs. (grid, dsA, constant)
We did the comparison of dsA and ssA protocols for Gaussian and uniform
networks as well. The results show that also for these two networks, dsA
surpasses ssA from the point of view of energy preservation, but delayed the
propagation.
5.5.2 Optimal output power in distributed slotted Aloha
From Figure 5.6, we infer that for a ﬁxed ν, there is an optimal output
power in (grid, dsA, constant) yielding minimal energy consumption. Does
such optimal output power also exist in other network conﬁgurations and
what are the diﬀerences between these optimal values in diﬀerent network
topologies?
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Figure 5.10: Energy comparison with diﬀerent output powers in Gaussian
network
To this end, we investigate the all-to-all message propagation in (gauss,
dsA, constant) and (uniform, dsA, constant). We set again the background
noise ν = 0.5 for all the experiments and vary the output power p. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 5.10 and 5.11. Note that both plots
focus on the 0.95−1.0 interval (on the y-axis). In the sequel, all ﬁgures related
to either energy or time cost focus on this interval. The leftmost curve in each
ﬁgure presents the most energy eﬃcient result. As in Figure 5.6, there is an
optimal value of output power for each node arrangement. Any other values
of output power that is diﬀerent from this value results in a larger energy
consumption. The diﬀerences are that the optimal value of output power,
and the energy consumed by the network with this power, are individual from
network to network. For instance in the Gaussian network, the optimal value
of output power is 11 (Figure 5.10), whereas in grid and uniform networks,
this value is 30 (Figure 5.6) and 32 (Figure 5.11) respectively. The reason is
that the nodes in the former network are more densely distributed, whereas
the average distance between nodes in grid and uniform networks is larger.
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Figure 5.11: Energy comparison with diﬀerent output powers in uniform
network
This also explains why the optimal values of output power between these two
nodes arrangements are similar.
5.5.3 Dynamic power management
This section introduces our dynamic power assignment scheme and its eval-
uation results.
Dynamic power algorithm
Given a certain output power p and background noise ν, the number of
nodes in the maximal reachable transmission range of a node in the network
is individual (except in the grid network). The dsA strategy with identical
output powers for all nodes thus may cause a lot of interference in dense
node clusters, which in sum even yields interference with nodes outside the
cluster. In sparsely populated network areas, on the other hand, nodes may
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disconnect from the network and need to send with a higher power to make
themselves heard.
One strategy to deal with these two unfavorable situations is to vary the
output power of nodes dynamically, so that nodes in dense areas are able to
lower their output powers to reduce interference, and nodes in sparse areas
can increase output power to maintain network connectivity. This forms the
basic idea of dynamic power management in dsA. There are two issues to
consider:
• First, how to determine whether a node is in a dense or a sparse area
of the network;
• Second, how to adjust the power levels.
The ﬁrst issue is treated pragmatically: we use the neighborhood list that
is present in the dsA protocol and deﬁne a low- and high-threshold L and
H which, when tripped, cause an increase or decrease in power. The answer
to the second issue is inspired by the Nordic nRF24L01 radio [Sem02]. This
radio has four diﬀerent output power levels: 0dBm, -6dBm, -12dBm, and
-18dBm, i.e., full power, 1/4, 1/16, and 1/64 power (see Table 5.2). The
radio has thus an exponential decrease of output power with each level. The
mechanism we use to adjust the power is then the following: for node i
with size of neighborhood list bi and current output power level pi, at the
beginning of each frame:
• if bi > H and pi is not at the lowest level, then p′i = pi/n;
• if bi < L and pi is not at the highest level, then p′i = n· pi,
where n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, . . .} is the factor (see Table 5.2) to increase or decrease
the power and p′i is the new output power.
To determine the thresholds H and L, consider Figure 5.12, which shows
the number of neighbors of all the 225 nodes in (grid, dsA, constant) with
output power p = 30, at the end of the 500th frame. Note that this p is the
optimal value of output power for (grid, dsA, constant), as determined in
Section 5.5.2. As we can see, all nodes in Figure 5.12 have between 18 and
46 neighbors, so we set H = 46 and L = 18 in dynamic power management.
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output power level current output power with factor n
0 dBm 11.3 mA p
−6 dBm 9.0 mA p/n
−12 dBm 7.5 mA p/n2
−18 dBm 7.0 mA p/n3
Table 5.2: Output power setting for the nRF24L01
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Figure 5.12: Number of neighbors per node in grid network with p = 30
Experiments and results
As before we are interested in the cost of ﬂags propagation in the whole
network. Our experiment results for the uniform and grid network show no
inﬂuence of dynamic power management on energy consumption compared
to the ones in Section 5.5.2. We explain this with the relatively uniform
structure of the topologies, where all areas are almost equally densely pop-
ulated. Furthermore, the choice of the lower and upper bounds are based
on the results of grid network, in this network, the number of neighbors of a
node is already between 18 and 46, hence in most of the cases nodes will not
change their power levels.
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Figure 5.13: Energy comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 2
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Figure 5.14: Latency comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 2
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Figure 5.15: Energy comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 3
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Figure 5.16: Latency comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 3
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Figure 5.17: Energy comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 4
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Figure 5.18: Latency comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 4
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We thus concentrate on the Gaussian network, i.e., (gauss, dsA, dy-
namic), and vary the maximum power p. Each node starts with the maximal
output power. We ﬁrst allow nodes to choose their output powers among all
the four diﬀerent levels, i.e., eventually a node could have an output power of
only p/64 if factor n = 4. We conducted the all-to-all experiments for three
diﬀerent values of n: n = 2, n = 3 and n = 4, where n is the factor used in
the power adaptation. Figures 5.13 through 5.18 show the results of dynamic
power management vs. constant output power. For each conﬁguration, only
the most energy eﬃcient result is plotted. From these plots we make the
following observations:
• Obviously, the value of optimal output power in (gauss, dsA, dynamic)
is diﬀerent as in (gauss, dsA, constant), and depends on n. For n = 2,
n = 3, and n = 4, the optimal p is 19, 42, and 135 respectively.
• In Figure 5.13 and 5.15, the dynamic power management scheme for
n = 2 and n = 3 improves the energy consumption. The most en-
ergy eﬃcient results in (gauss, dsA, dynamic) consumes 565 (n = 2)
and 710 (n = 3) energy units where as (gauss, dsA, constant) con-
sumes 850 energy units. Which means a 33.53% and 16.47% energy
saving respectively. Furthermore, when considering latency, the dy-
namic power management also accelerates propagation speed, as can
be seen in Figures 5.14 and 5.16. It takes for (gauss, dsA, constant)
42 frames to ﬁnish the propagation, whereas for (gauss, dsA, dynamic)
only 26 (n = 2) and 34 (n = 3) frames. This corresponds to a 38% and
19% acceleration respectively.
• The case n = 4 mimics very closely the power levels of the Nordic
radio (cf. Table 5.2). However, n = 4 shows no improvement over dsA
without power-management (cf. Figure 5.17). We explain this with the
fact that n = 4 is a too radical factor. By lowering one power level, a
node gets only 1/4 of the previous output power and hence reduces its
transmission area to roughly 1/4, but does not consumes also 1/4 of the
energy as before (cf. the second column in Table 5.2). Furthermore,
the dynamic power management strategy only allows output power to
change, and not the receive power (in Nordic radio, a change of receive
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Figure 5.19: Distribution of nodes’ output power level when apply dynamic
power management with n = 4
power is physically not possible). Which means, even if a node in
a crowed circumstance reduced its output power to only 1/64 of the
maximal power, it is still possible for this node to hear from a lot of
nodes and have a large neighborhood list, and ﬁnally keeps the low
output power. Due to the small transmission range and large receive
area, those nodes lean to be pure receivers.
This eﬀect becomes clear from Figure 5.19. The x-axis indicates the
node ids, and along the y-axis, a node at level 1, 2, 3, and 4 has p/64,
p/16, p/4, and p output power respectively. Note that the power level
of each node shown in Figure 5.19 is the mean value over 500 batches,
hence the result is not necessary integer. When p = 135, which is the
best result in case n = 4, only 28 nodes (12.44%) have the full output
power p (level 4), the majority of the nodes (76.44%) have an output
power of only p/64 (level 1). And the reason for so many low power
nodes can be found in Figure 5.20: although our upper bound for the
number of neighbors is 46, still, over 2/3 of the nodes have more than
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46 neighbors, and hence do not increase their output powers.
Figure 5.19 also explains why the value of the optimal power in case
n = 4 is very large (135). Only when p is large enough, nodes with
output power p/64 are able to be heard (cf. Equation 4.3).
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Figure 5.20: Distribution of the number of neighbors of nodes when apply
dynamic power management with n = 4
Although (gauss, dsA, dynamic) with n = 2, n = 3 shows an improvement
in both energy consumption and latency, they do not match the output power
setting of the nRF24L01 radio as well as n = 4. In the sequel, we consider
n = 4 while restricting the number of energy levels to two or three. This
prevents the situation in which a node has only 1/64 of the maximal output
power which is too low for eﬀective transmission.
The results with n = 4 and two energy levels does not show any im-
provement comparing to (gauss, ssA, constant). When using three energy
levels (i.e., nodes are able to have one of the output powers p, p/4 and p/16),
(gauss, dsA, dynamic) solves the all-to-all propagation with only 595 energy
unit in 27 frames, as shown in Figure 5.21, Figure 5.22. This means an
improvement of 30% energy saving and 35.71% faster propagation.
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Figure 5.21: Energy comparison between dynamic and constant power man-
agement with n = 4, use only the highest three output power levels
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The Pareto principle
Another interesting phenomenon we observed during our intensive experi-
ments in (gauss, dsA, dynamic) is the imbalance in the systems, independent
of which modiﬁcation options we used: n = 2, n = 3 or n = 4; utilize the full
output power levels or only part of them. The imbalance means, although
we try to balance the system by introducing an upper and lower bound to
the number of neighbors, and expect that nodes would have a more or less
uniformed distribution over the power levels. However, only a small portion
of nodes has the highest power level, and the majority has the lowest power
level (cf. Figure 5.19).
This imbalance behaves closely to the Pareto principle [Vil06], also known
as 20 : 80 rule.1 Mathematically, if something (source for example) is shared
among a large set of participants, there must be a number k between 50 and
100, such that k% of this is taken by 1− (k%) of the participants. It is not
necessary to specify k to 80, but in many real systems, k turns out to be
somewhere near this number.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
power
used levels
2-levels 3-levels 4-levels
p 90 47 28
p/4 135 6 15
p/16 − 172 10
p/64 − − 172
relation 40% : 72.72% 20.89% : 79.32% 12.44% : 79.86%
Table 5.3: Ratio of nodes with the highest output power : ratio of the total
output power owned by those nodes with the highest output power
In our case, the source of the system is the output power. Table 5.3
summarizes the number of nodes in each output power level and the ratio
of nodes with the highest output power vs. the ratio of the source owned
1The Pareto principle is named after the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto, who ob-
served in 1906 that 80% of the land in Italy was owned by 20% of the population; he
developed the principle by observing that 20% of the pea pods in his garden contained
80% of the peas [Nar05]. These observations developed later to the 20 : 80 rule which can
be applied in many areas.
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by those nodes, with maximal 2, 3, or 4 power levels. The ratio of nodes
with the highest output power is simply calculated by a/225, where a is the
number of nodes with power p. The ratio of total output power possessed by
nodes with power p is computed by
a· p
a· p+ b· (p/4) + c· (p/16) + d· (p/64)
where a, b, c, and d are the number of nodes with output power p, p/4, p/16,
and p/64 respectively. As we can see, the case with 3 power levels, which has
the best performance in the all-to-all experiment, matches the 20 : 80 rule
almost perfectly. The other two cases, which have worse performances, tend
to build a 20 : 80 relation, but the sum is not 100%.
5.5.4 g-MAC vs. distributed slotted Aloha
Since the dsA protocol is designed as an improvement of the g-MAC protocol
(introduced in Chapter 4), we now brieﬂy compare these two protocols with
respect to the same performance metrics: energy eﬃciency and latency.
When using the power p = 20, and choosing the number of active slots
A in g-MAC be 30, dsA consumes much less energy than g-MAC. When the
all-to-all propagation ﬁnishes, dsA consumes only less than half energy as
g-MAC, as shown in Figure 5.23. As a trade-oﬀ, dsA has higher latency and
takes 1.7 times longer than g-MAC (cf. Figure 5.24). For other values of p,
the results are similar. Comparing to g-MAC, dsA can indeed improve the
energy eﬃciency, with the cost of slightly prolonged propagation time.
5.6 Related Work
In the literature a lot of MAC protocols have been proposed for WSNs with
the aim to be energy eﬃcient and hence extend the network lifetime. Only a
few MAC-protocols are schedule-based because of the overhead of time slot
scheduling, which is a serious problem in sensor networks due to the large
number of sensors.
• TRAMA (Traﬃc-Adaptive MAC) [ROGLA03] is a schedule-based al-
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Figure 5.23: Energy comparison of g-MAC vs. dsA with p = 20
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Figure 5.24: Latency comparison of g-MAC vs. dsA with p = 20
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gorithm proposed to improve NAMA (Node Activation Multiple Ac-
cess) [BGLA01] in an energy eﬃcient manner. It assumes that based
on information from the application layer, each node can calculate its
transmission duration and announce it to its neighbors. For each time
slot, a transmitter is elected within two-hop neighbors, aimed to avoid
collisions data packets. This allows nodes to switch to low power mode
when they are neither the sender nor the intended receiver.
• Since convergecast is the mostly observed communication pattern within
sensor networks, an improved slotted Aloha algorithm where slots are
assigned to a set of nodes based on a data gathering tree is presented
as DMAC [LKR07]. The active/idle schedule of a node depends upon
its depth on the tree. Low latency is achieved by assigning subsequent
slots to the nodes that are successive in the data transmission path.
• Unlike most existing energy-eﬃcient MAC protocols, which treat all
nodes equally with respect to energy conservation, ER-MAC (Energy
and Rate based MAC) [KKIK03] extends the network lifetime by bal-
ancing remaining energy load of each individual node. Nodes with
either low residual energy level or that have high data packet ﬂow are
considered as energy critical, and should stay longer in idle mode. This
aims to avoid the creation of holes or disconnections in the network.
The topic of transmission power control is also not new. Our dynamic
power modiﬁcation of dsA uses a similar idea as in LMA and LMN [KKW+03].
The major diﬀerence is that the energy level in our proposal is based on the
data sheet of a real packet radio, nodes have to choose one of the levels.
Whereas in LMA and LMN, the factor of power increase/decrease is self de-
ﬁned, and requires the output power to converges to a value between two
certain bounds.
Besides adjusting transmission power for all neighbors, there are also some
approaches aimed to use diﬀerent output power for diﬀerent neighbors, like
PCBL (Transmission Power Control and Blacklisting) [SKH04]. In PCBL,
every node measures the quality of each link by determining the packet re-
ception rate (PCR) at various transmission power levels. Links with PCR
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below a given threshold are blacklisted and no longer used. For broadcasting,
the maximum unicast output power is selected.
5.7 Epilogue
In this chapter, we presented the formal modeling and simulative analysis of
the distributed slotted Aloha protocol, aimed at gossiping-based applications
in sensor networks. Our analysis shows that:
• Compared to the simple slotted Aloha strategy with a ﬁxed number
of active slots, the distributed slotted Aloha with dynamic number of
active slots signiﬁcantly reduces the energy consumption (almost 40%)
for all-to-all communication.
• The optimal output power is diﬀerent from network to network, which
indicates the necessity of dynamic power management.
• A dynamic power assignment scheme shows that the choice of the factor
n in this scheme is important to aﬀect an improvement in the energy
consumption and latency. We suggest using soft power reduction. In
the conﬁguration with n = 4 and three output power levels, our modiﬁ-
cation not only reduces the energy consumption (30%) but also speeds
up the message propagation.
• We observed the existence of the Pareto principle (also called 20 : 80
rule) in the system. The conﬁguration which results 20% of the nodes
own 80% of the output power has the most energy eﬃcient behavior.
Chapter 6
Location-based Routing
Protocol
In the past few years, routing protocols have attracted most attention in the
ﬁeld of wireless sensor networks, since they may diﬀer tremendously depend-
ing on the application and network architecture [AKK04]. In this chapter,
we consider the Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) proposed in [XHE01],
which can be realized upon many routing protocols. We revise the param-
eter of GAF to reduce the overall energy consumption and hence extend
the network lifetime. We focus our analysis on the trade-oﬀ between energy
conservation and the quality of routing, such as the probability of successful
routing from source to sink.
The protocol is modeled in the probabilistic model checker PRISM [webb].
We consider two diﬀerent networks: one-dimensional and two-dimensional
grids. The former one is modeled as a discrete-time Markov Chain (DTMC),
and the latter one as an Markov Decision Process (MDP). Veriﬁcation shows
that the probability of successful routing in a one-dimensional grid decreases
with increasing the number of hops from source to sink. However, for two-
dimensional grid, depending on the underlying protocol, we can extend the
network life up to 25% with an almost 99.8% guarantee of successful routing.
Organization of this chapter. We introduce the tasks and design chal-
lenges of routing protocols for wireless sensor applications in Section 6.1.
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The GAF protocol and our proposal of extending the network lifetime is
presented in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 explains modeling assumptions and
modeling details. Section 6.4 presents the veriﬁcation results. We conclude
with a discussion of our results and of related work in Section 6.5.
6.1 Routing Protocols
The network layer in the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model is con-
cerned with routing packets from a source node to a destination node. In
most networks, packets will require multiple hops to make the journey. A
routing protocol speciﬁes how to choose the routers. Certain properties are
desirable in the underlying routing algorithm: correctness, simplicity, robust-
ness, stability, and so on [Tan02].
As sensor nodes are typically constrained in energy supply and band-
width, routing in WSNs is challenging and diﬀers from wired networks in the
following aspects [AY05]:
1. It is not possible to build a global addressing scheme for the deploy-
ment of a large number of sensor nodes. Therefore, classical IP-based
protocols cannot be applied.
2. In contrast to typical communication networks, most of the applications
of sensor networks require the ﬂow of sensed data to a particular sink
(or base station).
3. Since multiple sensors in the vicinity may observe the same phenomenon,
the generated data traﬃc could contain signiﬁcant redundancies. Such
redundancy needs to be exploited by the routing protocols to improve
energy and bandwidth utilization.
4. WSN routing requires carefully resource management, as sensor nodes
are usually small wireless devices that are tightly constrained in terms
of energy, processing, and storage capacities.
Due to such diﬀerences, a lot of new routing algorithms have been pro-
posed in WSNs. With respect to the network structure, they can be classiﬁed
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as ﬂat-based, hierarchical-based, or location-based routing [AKK04]. In ﬂat-
based routing, all nodes are assigned equal roles of functionality. Popular ﬂat-
based protocols are SPIN [HKB99, KHB02], Directed Diffusion [IGE+03],
and MCFA [YCLZ01]. In hierarchical-based routing, nodes will play diﬀer-
ent roles in the network. Examples are LEACH [HCB00], HPAR [LAR01],
and Sensor Aggregates Routing [FZG03]. Location-based routing utilizes
the position information to relay the data to the desired region. Typical
location-based routing protocols are GAF [XHE01], GEAR [YGE01], and
SPAN [CJBM02].
The common communication among nodes can either be broadcast, mul-
ticast, or unicast. Multicast and unicast require path set-up. Broadcast in
general has several drawbacks [HKB99] but is useful for network initializa-
tion and for route discovery and maintenance. For a few applications such as
underwater sensor networks broadcast is still very necessary due to the long
propagation delay and high packet loss rate [DDD08].
In this chapter, we consider Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF), which
is categorized in the literature as location-based routing protocol [AY05,
AKK04]. However, to my opinion it is not a routing protocol in the sense
that it does not really determine the route. Actually, it is independent of the
underlying routing protocols and used to build upon other routing protocols
such as AODV [PBRD03] or DSR [JMB].
6.2 Introduction of GAF
GAF [XHE01] is an energy-aware location-based routing algorithm designed
primarily for mobile ad hoc networks, but applicable to sensor networks as
well [AY05]. The main idea of GAF is the concept of virtual grid. Each GAF
node uses location information to associate itself with a particular zone, the
network area is hence divided into ﬁxed zones and forms a virtual grid. The
location information used in GAF may be provided by GPS or other location
systems under development (for instance [BP00, HE00]).
Inside each zone, nodes periodically elect one sensor node to stay awake
for a certain period while the others go to sleeping state. This (active) node is
responsible for monitoring, receiving, and forwarding data to the base station
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on behalf of the nodes in the same zone (cf. Figure 6.1). In this way, GAF
conserves energy by turning oﬀ unnecessary nodes in the network without
aﬀecting the routing quality.
active node
sleep node
Figure 6.1: GAF example
Assume all sensor nodes in the network have the same transmission range
R. The selection of the zone size l depends on the value ofR. The vertical and
horizontal communications are guaranteed to occur if the zone size l = R√
5
(cf.
Figure 6.2(a)). In this case, any two nodes in adjacent zones can communicate
with each other. To guarantee a successful diagonal communication, the zone
size should shrink to R
2
√
2
(cf. Figure 6.2(b)).
Obviously, for the same network area, the larger the zone size l, the fewer
the number of zones and hence the fewer the number of active nodes in the
network. Hence, a large zone size may on the one hand reduce the guarantee
of communication between neighboring zones, but on the other hand also
decreases the overall energy consumption of the network. In this chapter, we
are concerned about the choice of l. In [XHE01], the authors choose l = R√
5
so that the communication between two adjacent zones is guaranteed. Our
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R
(a) l = R√
5
, the vertical and horizontal commu-
nication are guaranteed
R
(b) l = R
2
√
2
, even the diagonal communication is
guaranteed
Figure 6.2: Two virtual grids of the same network with diﬀerent zone size
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question is: is such a guarantee always necessary? In other words, could we
take a little bit risk (in the sense that the sink may not able to receive the
message), make the zone size larger than R√
5
but still maintain a similar level
of routing quality, i.e., the probability of a successful routing is still very
high?
Consider Figure 6.3. The blue arrow is the transmission range R of an
active node S positioned at the top left corner of the network. The dashed
lines present the old virtual grid with zone size l = R√
5
, whereas the solid
lines form the new grid with l′ = R
2
. A and B are two adjacent zones in
the new virtual grid. If we increase the zone size from l to l′, the red and
the green colored areas are the unreachable area by the active node and the
enlarged area, respectively.
l’
old zone size l
transmission range R
active node S
enlarged area
θ
new zone size l’
A
R
θ
l
unreachable areaB
S
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the potentially unreachable area and enlarged area
in a network if the zone size is increased from R√
5
to R
2
Note that the angle θ for l = R√
5
and l′ = R
2
is pi
6
, hence the ratio of the
unreachable area to the new zone area can be calculated by the following
equation:
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2· l′· l′ −
the down left triangle︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
2
· (2· l′)2· sin θ· cos θ−
the fan-shaped area︷ ︸︸ ︷
pi· (2l′)2· θ
(l′)2
(6.1)
=
2(l′)2 −
√
3
2
(l′)2 − pi
3
(l′)2
(l′)2
≈ 0.087
In other words, 8.7% of the area in the new zone B can not receive packets
from the active node S in zone A.
For the same value of l and l′, we obtain for the ratio of enlarged area:
(l′)2 − l2
l2
=
(l′)2
l2
− 1 = (R
2
4
· 5
R2
)− 1 = 0.25. (6.2)
That is, each zone in the new virtual grid contains on average 25% more idle
nodes. In other words, the network lifetime can potentially be extended by
25%. This means, we can indeed get a relative larger zone at the expense
of possibly not guaranteed communication. And the question now is: how
risky is it? More precisely, what is the probability of successful routing, if
we increase the zone size from R√
5
to a value that exceeds R√
5
?
We model and analyze the protocol for diﬀerent l, using the probabilis-
tic model checker PRISM which has been introduced in Chapter 2. In the
following, we ﬁrst explain our PRISM model and then present the model
checking results.
6.3 Modeling in PRISM
In this section, we ﬁrst present our basic modeling ideas, then discuss pa-
rameters and assumptions necessary for the modeling and at the end explain
some modeling details.
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6.3.1 Modeling ideas and assumptions
Recall that a node is either active or inactive, and that inside each zone
there is exactly one active node. We can view a zone as a unit (instead of
each node as a unit) with a part of it being active, and build a model for
each zone. The ﬁnal model is a parallel composition of these zone models.
Comparing to build a model for each node, this way not only simpliﬁes the
modeling but also reduces the state space enormously.
For each zone, as shown in Figure 6.3, the transmission area of the active
node S in zone A can not cover the down right area in zone B if the zone
size is larger than 2√
5
. This suggests to divide each zone into 5 areas, where
the four corner areas are critical for packet forwarding. If the active node
resides in one of the four corner area, the communication to some adjacent
zones can not be guaranteed.
Each zone model has a parameter p which is the probability that the active
node is placed at one of the corners. We assume all nodes in the network are
uniformly deployed, thus p is proportional to the percentage of unreachable
area to the total area of the zone. Of course we can not inﬁnitely increase
the zone size because an excessive l may lead to network disconnection. Let
l′ be the new zone size as before. We set lup = R
2
as the upper bound of l′
which already results in 4 ∗ 8.7% of uncovered area. With lup = R
2
, it means
the upper bound of the zone size is approximately 1.118 times larger than
the zone size l = R√
5
chosen in [XHE01].
Let l = R√
5
be the length unit. Figure 6.4 shows the development of the
enlarged area and the unreachable area in ratio to the zone area, if we increase
l′ from 1l to 1.118l. The two functions plotted in this ﬁgure are similar to
the equations given in (6.1) and (6.2), with θ this time is a variable ranging
from 0 to pi
6
. The green curve for enlarged area grows linearly to l′ whereas
the value of the red curve for unreachable area increases more rapidly. Hence
when l′ is small, the enlarged area is 8 times larger than the unreachable area,
and for large l, this factor reduces to 3. This indicates that it is reasonable
to stop increasing l′ at lup. With this bound, the ratio of unreachable area
to zone area ranges from 0 to 0.087. Hence the probability p in our model
ranges from 0 to 0.08.
We further assume that the network is static and there are no node fail-
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Figure 6.4: Ratio of enlarged and unreachable area to zone area vs. l′
ures. Unguaranteed communication occurs when two active nodes in two
adjacent zones are placed at critical areas that are diagonal (cf. Figure 6.5).
Of course even in this case, it is still possible that these two nodes are within
each other’s transmission range. We consider the worst case, i.e., whenever
the unguaranteed situation occurs, it always yields a communication failure.
What we analyze is hence the worst case probability psucc of successful rout-
ing from source to sink if we increase p from 0 (there is no critical area) to
0.08 (4· 8% of each zone area is critical).
unguaranteed ?
Figure 6.5: An unguaranteed routing path
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6.3.2 Modeling details
As mentioned in the last subsection, each process model represents a zone,
and each zone has ﬁve regions (four corner regions that are critical and one
region in the middle which is safe). With probability p, one of the four corner
regions will contain the active node. Hence the module in PRISM for a zone
is a simple DTMC consisting of 5 states (cf. Figure 6.6). With probability
p it goes from the initial state 0 to one of the states 1− 4, representing one
of the four corner regions A, B, C, D. Otherwise, with probability 1 − 4· p
it stays in 0 which also represents the safe region.
0
1/A
2/B
3/C
4/D
DTMC
E1−4p,
p,B
p,A
p,C
p,D
E
A B
C D
Figure 6.6: The DTMC for zone model
dtmc
const double p ;
module zone1
s1 : [ 0 . . 4 ] ;
[ c ] got 1=fa l se −> p : ( s1 ’=1)+p : ( s1 ’=2)+p : ( s1 ’=3)+p : ( s1 ’=4)+1−4∗
p : ( s1 ’=0) ;
endmodule
Listing 6.1: A simple DTMC which represents a zone
The zone models in PRISM are numbered. Listing 6.1 shows the PRISM
code of zone1 which is zone with number 1. s1 indicates the state of zone 1.
The boolean variable got 1 is true if and only if zone 1 gets the packet. For
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a network with N zones, we need N copies of such module, numbered from
1 to N . In PRISM, this can easily be realized by module renaming.
Another module called Routing is the model for packet forwarding. Zone
i can forward packets to zone j if the following three conditions hold: (1)
got i=true, (2) got j=false, and (3) i and j are adjacent and the commu-
nication between i and j is guaranteed (for simplicity we do not consider
diagonal communication even if this is possible). The second condition is
necessary to avoid loops in packet transmission (we assume the underlying
protocol is correct and will not transfer packet backward to the sender). The
last condition is expressed by the formula !pi j. Where pi j is a formula that
can be predeﬁned in PRISM. For instance if zone 1 and 2 are adjacent, then
this formula reads: p1 2=(s1=1&s2=4)|(s1=3&s2=2).
We ﬁrst consider networks that have a one-dimensional chain structure
(cf. Figure 6.7). In this case, there is only one route, zone 1 contains the
source data and zone N is the sink. Along this route, a packet can only be
forwarded from zone i to i+ 1. Listing 6.2 shows the module Routing which
can route a packet from zone 1 to 6 if all communications are guaranteed. In
this case, the model is also a DTMC, as there is no nondeterministic choice
to which adjacent zone to forward.
... N1
Figure 6.7: A one-dimensional chain network consists of N zones
In many real applications, the way how a packet is routed from source
to sink is not unique. Hence the second case we consider is when the vir-
tual grid formed is two-dimensional. We are able to model two-dimensional
grids consisting of 10 zones. Due to the state space explosion problem in
model checking, for grid with more than 10 zones, the veriﬁcation runs out
of memory.
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module Routing
got 1 : bool in i t fa l se ;
go t 2 : bool in i t fa l se ;
go t 3 : bool in i t fa l se ;
go t 4 : bool in i t fa l se ;
go t 5 : bool in i t fa l se ;
go t 6 : bool in i t fa l se ;
[ c ] got 1=fa l se −> ( got 1 ’=true ) ;
[ d ] got 1 & ! got 2 & ! p1 2 −> ( got 2 ’=true ) ;
[ d ] got 2 & ! got 3 & ! p2 3 −> ( got 3 ’=true ) ;
[ d ] got 3 & ! got 4 & ! p3 4 −> ( got 4 ’=true ) ;
[ d ] got 4 & ! got 5 & ! p4 5 −> ( got 5 ’=true ) ;
[ d ] got 5 & ! got 6 & ! p5 6 −> ( got 6 ’=true ) ;
endmodule
Listing 6.2: The module Routing which controls packet forwarding
4 6 102 8
1 3 5 97
Figure 6.8: Routing example in two-dimensional grid
Figure 6.8 shows how these 10 zones are positioned. The source zone is
again zone number 1 and the sink is zone number 9. We assume each zone
can only forward packet to adjacent zones, and not diagonal, even if the two
active nodes in diagonal neighbor zones are within each others transmission
range. As opposed to the one-dimensional grid in which packets can not
be propagated further if the communication between two adjacent grids is
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not guaranteed, in the two-dimensional setting alternative routes can be ex-
ploited. If some communication is not guaranteed, for example between zone
3 and 5 in Figure 6.8, the packet can be ﬁrst forwarded to zone 4, then re-
layed to 6 and ﬁnally routed to zone 5. This detour increases the probability
of successful routing from source to sink. As a trade-oﬀ the routing distance
and hence the routing time are increased.
Each zone in the two-dimensional grid has more than one adjacent zone.
Hence we consider two diﬀerent communication types: broadcast and uni-
cast. In broadcast, once a node receives a packet, it will relay this packet
to all active nodes in the adjacent zones. Later, we also analyze the case
of unicast the packet to the active node in one of the adjacent zones. How
to choose this particular zone is the task of the underlying routing protocol.
In our model, this is done nondeterministically. The module Routing for a
two-dimensional grid has a similar structure as the one shown in Listing 6.1.
With the diﬀerence that this time it is not a DTMC, but an MDP. The non-
determinism in unicast is already mentioned. And in broadcast, it is possible
that two nodes simultaneously receiving the same packet and are able to for-
ward it. To avoid collisions, the model has to decide nondeterministically
one node to forward while the other does nothing.
For both network topologies (one-dimensional and two dimensional grid),
the protocol model ﬁrst simultaneously selects the active nodes with given
probability. Once this procedure is done, the module Routing starts forward-
ing the message from the source to the sink in discrete time (step), i.e., the
position of the active nodes does not change during routing.
6.4 Verification Results
This section presents the veriﬁcation results of the models introduced in
the last section. All veriﬁcation experiments with PRISM were run on a
3.0GHz Pentium 4 processor with 2GB memory. All PRISM models can be
downloaded from:
http://www-i2.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/i2/yue/
We consider the question raised in Section 6.2: what is the probability
psucc of successful routing from source to sink if with probability p, a node
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in one of the critical corners is active? This question can be expressed by
the ”eventually” path property in PRISM. That is ϕ := P =?[Fgot i], where
i is the zone number of the sink. We ﬁrst discuss the results for the one-
dimensional virtual grid with only one possible routing path. And later the
case of two-dimensional grid which contains besides a shortest route also
some longer routing paths.
6.4.1 One-dimensional grid
As mentioned in Section 6.3, the one-dimensional grid is modeled as a simple
DTMC. For this model, we are able to verify property ϕ with large N . For
instance, with N = 10, the underlying model has only 6 ∗ 107 states which
is really small for model checking. However, to have a comparison with the
two-dimensional grid, for which the model can contain at most 10 zones
and the shortest routing path traverses 5 zones, we strict our veriﬁcation in
one-dimensional grid to N ≤ 6.
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Figure 6.9: psucc vs. p for one-dimensional grid with diﬀerent N
Figure 6.9 shows the veriﬁcation results of the property ϕ for N = 4, 5,
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and 6. Each curve shows the probability psucc (y-axis) to the probability p
(x-axis). Obviously, for the same N , the larger the value of p, the smaller
the value of psucc. For p = 0.01, psucc is almost 1, but for p = 0.03 upward,
psucc decreases quickly.
Furthermore, for the same p, the more the number of hops from source
to sink, the lower the probability psucc. This is reasonable, as the longer
the distance of data relay, the higher the probability of occurrence of an
unguaranteed communication. If the unique path from source to sink is
very long, i.e., if N goes to inﬁnite, psuss drops to zero. From Figure 6.4,
we conclude that for a very small value of p (such as p = 0.01), we can
already obtain a relatively large energy saving, which is circa 8%. But for a
large value of p like p = 0.08, the ratio of enlarged area increases only 25%.
Hence for networks whose virtual grid has a one-dimensional chain structure,
especially if the chain is not short, it is better to be conservative and choose
a small value of p, so that the delivery guarantee is still above an acceptable
threshold.
We summarize the data of the veriﬁcation for the one-dimensional grid
with p = 0.08 in Table 6.1.
N number of states number of transitions veriﬁcation time
4 34, 437, 501 44, 203, 125 0.003 second
5 41, 265, 626 51, 031, 250 0.004 second
6 47, 495, 001 57, 260, 625 0.004 second
Table 6.1: Veriﬁcation data for the one-dimensional grid with p = 0.08
6.4.2 Two-dimensional grid
The two-dimensional grid can be viewed as a one-dimensional grid extended
with a copy of it. The copy is positioned below the original grid, and the
zones of source and sink are in the original grid (cf. Figure 6.8). Because of
this copy, the route from source to sink is not unique. If the communication
via zones in the original grid is not guaranteed, data relay to sink can still
be eventually realized by some of the additional zones, and hence increase
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the value of psucc. As mentioned before, the PRISM model for the two-
dimensional grid is an MDP. Thus the property ϕ for MDP should be written
as ϕmax := Pmax =?[Fgot i] and ϕmin := Pmin =?[Fgot i], representing
the question of asking the maximal and minimal probability of successful
routing, respectively. And the Pmax, Pmin results correspond to the best
case and worst case of routing respectively.
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Figure 6.10: The maximal and minimal probability of successful routing in
two-dimensional grid with either broadcast and unicast communication
Figure 6.10 shows the results of ϕmax and ϕmin with either broadcast or
unicast-based communication. The legend broadcast Pmax means for exam-
ple the result of ϕmax with broadcast. We do not plot the results of unicast
Pmax, as they overlap with broadcast Pmax. This overlap is reasonable, be-
cause for both communication types, the best case should present the same
situation, which is the case when the packet forwarding is along the route
1 → 3 → 5 → 7 → 9. For the worst case scenarios, broadcast Pmin and
unicast Pmin behave totally diﬀerently. For p = 0.056, psucc of unicast Pmin
already drops to 0.95, whereas this value for broadcast Pmin is still larger
than 0.99.
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The reason is that in the worst case with unicast, even if the route
1 → 3 → 5 → 7 → 9 is guaranteed, the packet will be forwarded to other
zones. Whereas in broadcast, every zone that is reachable from the source
will receive the packet. Thus if one route from the source to sink does not
work but another route does, the packet can still be delivered to the source
as expected, hence the probability of successful routing is increased. This
can be seen in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: psucc in two-dimensional grid with respect to the number k of
visited zones
Figure 6.11 plots the veriﬁcation results for the question: given a ﬁxed p,
what is the probability of successful routing from source to sink if k zones
are visited? This is a bounded reachability property and can be expressed in
PRISM with the F <= k operator. The parameter p used to plot Figure 6.11
equals 0.08 (Note that this is the upper bound of p). The red curve presents
the results of the maximal probability with broadcast. For k ≤ 4, psucc = 0
and when k = 5, psucc increases immediately to 0.95, which equals the value
of psucc in one-dimensional grid for N = 5. The reason is that this curve
presents exactly the best case of broadcasting, which occurs when the packet
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travels via the shortest path 1 → 3 → 5 → 7 → 9 (cf. Figure 6.12). If this
route is not possible, the packet will visit two zones more, takes the route
for instance 1 → 3 → 4 → 6 → 5 → 7 → 9, and the probability of routing
is increased. The value psucc stops increasing at k = 9 (not very visible in
the ﬁgure), as the longest path traverses 9 zones. The blue line shows the
results of the worst case scenario with broadcast, that is, the probability of
successful routing for k ≤ 8 is extreme low, and for k = 10, psucc reaches
the maximum value 0.983. This is the case when the sender is not optimally
chosen, and the ﬁrst packet (note that in broadcast, the network may contain
multiple copies of a packet) has to visit all the zones until it arrives at the
sink. The black curve plots the results of the worst case with unicast. psucc
is maximal when k ≥ 9, which is exactly the situation when the packet is
routed via 9 zones 1 → 2 → 4 → 3 → 5 → 6 → 8 → 7 → 9, which is the
longest route in this network, as shown in Figure 6.12. And the value of psucc
for this case equals that of the one-dimensional grid with N = 9.
4 6 102 8
1 3 5 97
Best case scenario in broadcast
Worst case scenario in unicast
Figure 6.12: Best case and worst case routing in two-dimensional grid
From Figure 6.11 we can conclude that if the underlying routing protocol
uses broadcast, even in the worst case situation and with the largest p, the
packet can arrive at the source with a relatively high probability. Whereas in
unicast, the probability of successful routing strongly depends on the quality
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of the underlying routing protocol. If the underlying protocol makes reliable
decision in the sense that it chooses the right neighbor to transmit, the
probability psucc is as large as in broadcast. Otherwise, psucc can be very
small. Which means, for the choice of p, we should take the reliability of the
underlying protocol into consideration.
The two-dimensional grid with 10 zones is comparable to the one-dimensional
grid with 5 zones. Comparing to the results of one-dimensional grid with
N = 5 in Figure 6.9, for the same p, psucc in one-dimensional grid is smaller
than the value of ϕmin with broadcast in two-dimensional grid, but larger
than ϕmin with unicast. For instance, for p = 0.08, these three values are
0.95, 0.983, and 0.902, respectively.
The data of the veriﬁcation for the two-dimensional grid with p = 0.08
are summarized in Table 6.2. The unit of veriﬁcation time is second.
routing type number of states number of transitions veriﬁcation time
broadcast 466, 316, 040 1, 080, 118, 073
0.666 (Pmax)
0.306 (Pmin)
unicast 351, 432, 076 454, 940, 915
0.079 (Pmax)
0.053 (Pmin)
Table 6.2: Veriﬁcation data for the two-dimensional grid with p = 0.08
6.5 Conclusions and Related Work
In this chapter we investigated the routing protocol GAF. We are concerned
with the zone size in the virtual grid in GAF, as this is an important factor
for the energy conservation in the network, as well as for the reachability of
packets at sink. Mathematical analysis shows that if we increase the zone
size by 12%, we can extend the network lifetime by 25%, at the expense of
possible disconnections on the routing path. The probability of successful
routing psucc after enlarged zone size is analyzed by veriﬁcation in PRISM.
We assume unguaranteed communication always results communication
failure, and considered two diﬀerent networks: one-dimensional and two-
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dimensional grids. Experiments show that for one-dimensional grids, as there
is only routing path, the probability of successful routing decreases fast with
increasing of the number of hops, especially for large p. For instance, for
p = 0.08, after 5 hops, psucc reduces to 95%. However, for two dimensional
grids, if we consider the propagation is broadcast, psucc in the worst case
scenario after 5 hops is still over 98.3%, and in the best case, i.e., if the
underlying protocol chooses the right neighbor to transmit, psucc is above
99.8%. That is, in two dimensional grids, we can obtain 25% of energy
conservation, and at the same time almost the same probability of successful
routing.
Related work Model checking routing protocols is largely unexplored in
the literature, especially when it is related to energy consumption. In [dRA04],
the SPIN model checker [Hol03] is applied to verify the reliability of the Wire-
less Adaptive Routing Protocol (WARP). The security issue in routing proto-
cols such as Authenticated Routing for Ad Hoc Networks (ARAN) [SLD+05]
and Arrive [KLP02] are investigated in [BMV10, SHKB10], with tools AVISPA
[webc] and UPPAAL [webd], respectively. Veriﬁcation of the correctness of
routing protocols by rigorous formal speciﬁcation is studied in [HvGT+12].
Chapter 7
Summary
In this thesis, we consider four diﬀerent wireless network protocols, apply a
model-based approach to analysis their energy consumption. We summarize
our achievements as follows:
• We model a randomized leader election protocol for radio networks
with PRISM. We analyze the probability of correct election of a leader
under diﬀerent scenarios. Moreover, we propose two modiﬁcations of
the protocol, the ﬁrst one reduces the overall energy consumption by
the network, and the second one elects a leader with possibly maximal
residual power supply, to extend the network lifetime.
• During modeling of the ﬁrst generation of the g-MAC protocol in MoD-
eST, we ﬁnd several serious drawbacks, like the random listening mech-
anism may turn a good slot allocation into a bad one, and the protocol
suﬀers from capacity problem and hence works well only for a few
limited setting of scenarios. We report these ﬁndings to CHESS, the
developer of g-MAC.
• CHESS later proposed the second generation of g-MAC, also called as
distributed slotted Aloha (dsA). We model it in the same modeling lan-
guage MoDeST, and ﬁnd the necessity of dynamic power management
in dsA, especially for network topologies that follow a Gaussian distri-
bution. We proposed an output power adaption scheme which not only
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reduces the energy consumption (30%) but also speeds up the message
propagation.
• We also study the energy consumption in the network layer by mod-
eling the routing protocol GAF in PRISM. Our main contribution is
the analysis of the inﬂuence of grid size on the probability of message
delivery rate, on a high level of abstraction. With the parameter (size
of the grid) suggested by us, the network lifetime can be extended by
25%, with almost no inﬂuence on the probability of successful routing.
Through these four case studies, we show that formal models can on the
one hand predict theoretical boundaries (such as the maximal and minimal
values of a speciﬁcation), and on the other hand provide general behaviors
of a system (if simulation is applied).
Future challenge During my PhD study, there is one question spinning
in my mind: How to model a good model? Since for a given system or
a protocol, there often exists many diﬀerent ways to abstract and model
it. Depending on the internal features of the protocol, the properties under
consideration, and of course the modeling tools available, we should ﬁnd an
appropriate abstraction model of the system, which ﬁts all the requests at
best. This process of hands on modeling requires experience, but can be
better and faster learned if it is aided by some experts. However, there is
currently no material teaching how to write a good model systematically.
Thus one big challenge in the future is sorted out the diﬀerent modeling
languages/tools, compare their strength, weakness, and summarize a detailed
procedure how to generally obtain a good model.
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